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FOREWORD
Blinkensop is a code name for sophisticated elite atrocities upon the people.
Under this secret label extensive experimental "research" facilities have been constructed for
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the purpose of conducting the most heinous experimentations imaginable.
The information is offered without prejudice.
As always, the authors of the text have announced their identity and are leaving acceptance or
rejection of their words to the discretion of the reader.
The Editor

BLINKENSOP - THE NATIONAL CRIME!
INTRODUCTION TO THE LAYOUT WITH ST. GERMAIN
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Monday, 8th August 1994

8:20 pm

Greetings on a new day dawning. We are ready to begin the sequel to "Listen To Me,
General", and indeed this should prove to be even more of a torment to those, whose indicating
resources ride indicative on the backs of others. We are ready to proceed if thine eyes are set
for the worst, as yet to come, under the auspices of our own manufacturing resources. I AM
GERMAIN.

CHAPTER ONE
UNDER THE CUCKOO'S NEST
Preliminary findings seem in their own way to serve the stationary objects under the
pretense of the manufacturer's symbol of detrimental sideline efficiency as far as the global
warfare of the regions of the equinox goes. In this evaluation of contextual astrocytes we
choose to fully refrain from the pulling down of implemental factors in relation to the surface
structural beams, polarizing down from the heights of the subservient atmosphere THE
"GREAT ONE" - HUBBLE TELESCOPE - OF WHICH NAME YOU GO BY, IN ITS CASE
HAS CAUSED THE GREATEST CATASTROPHE AMONG THE YOUNG OF ITS NATIONS
BY THE EFFECTING OF MANUFACTURING ITS REEF TOWARD THE DESTRUCTION OF
MANKIND AND THEIR ILK.

PULVERIZING THE NATION
This in itself is a moral tragedy, for those whose hearts are bent toward great
strivings have all but lifted off the implants of tomorrow within their solar rays and have
in effect made themselves subject to control by the gun's rays. Every day you dear ones
walk aloof in the sanctimonious streams of everyday life you find yourselves berated by
rays, which you in your conclusive study believe to be the effect of the ozone layer
integrating. In reality though it is of none effect in the great overlay of all taken into
consideration.
This is the story of the one and only metaphoric creation, which has surfaced since
1950 to 1957 in its inducive manufacturing. THUS WAS THE TIME OF THE BLUEPRINT 7

THAT IMPLEMENTED STRUCTURE HIDDEN FOR THE DESTRUCTIVE MANIPULATION OF
THE FURTHER HISTORY OF MANKIND! Do not think, dear ones, that the type of gamma
rays sunscreen, which you may surmise to be of an inducive nature to the cause of your
delicate skin, would be of a protecting factor. The awful truth of the matter is that YOU
ARE LITERALLY BEING FRIED BY THE MAGNIFICENTLY MANUFACTURED RAY BEAMS
OF THE GREAT "HUBBLE!"

THE COMEBACK OF NUCLEAR TOYS
If you believe that these sanctimonious gentlemen seem to fare to a better and more
qualified degree than thee, think again, for they too have been caught in their legacy to
mankind. THEIR SKIN IS TURNING INTO A SHRUNKEN OLIVE AS WELL!
Ofttimes the conduct of precision tools, implemented on a scale of one to 500, allows the
inducement upon the poor souls of the ongoing journey into eternity. NOT ONLY DO THEY
TEND TO STUNT YOUR PRECIOUS GROWTH, DEAR ONES, BUT THE FACT REMAINS
THAT TO THEM YOU ARE LITTLE MORE THAN A PARTICLE OF DUST ONLY TO BE
THROWN INTO THE DEPTHS OF DESTRUCTION AND ORDERED TO SUBMIT TO THEIR
EXPERIMENTAL PRACTICES TIME AND TIME AGAIN!
The Lieutenant of their frequency omitted the portion of goodness from the very cause he
instrumented by following the route (not the route offered to him, and we know all about that!) of
his successors - THE ELITIST FACTION! And you ones definitely know who you are. Do not
look for the authors of these books, for you will never find them within your realms!

TIGER TIME AT HOME
Tiger Time is an escapade of the finest moronic and most detrimental of all destructive
capabilities that the western world most certainly has ever known, or been subjected to! We will
have shortly a follow-up of the time lapse tranquility, on which to base our further study, and
here you may gain the liberty to face each day according to your own wisdom and
accountability pertaining to the amount of collective reasoning you have so headily acquired for
yourselves.
Germain out for this portion of the day, Seila. Magnify your multitude in your gaining of
reasoning proportions. Salu! (8:49 pm).
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IT IS I, HATONN
Tuesday, 9th August 1994

12:44pm

Good afternoon, Seila! If you have enjoyed the ambiguity of these writings to date, then you
should love this one:
The armistist trade battle within the European front has finally come to a head. Should they
at any time within the near future choose to form a hench-group, then they will have to apply
their equinoxal factors (brains) in order to dupe the amount of cash flow into the systematic
symphony of archestructural design of the media. So far, it simply eludes us how on Earth their
dealings within the Pacific Rim catches up with their surface dealings with the conatours of the
southern equatorial patch. Must I always find the need within to explain myself, chelas? It is I,
Hatonn, who finds out all we are in the need of knowing, and to you must I always write in such
a simplified linguistic? You are fully aware of the contrivances of our darkened brotherhood,
and by now you should also maintain the knowhow of exactly how they apply themselves
at your expense!
On with the show, so to speak, for there are those of the faction out there, who somehow do
not really extend their consciousnesses to the extent of which they should, at least for the good
of their propriety! Please, if it be within your timeline, which you at times so aptly follow to
proceed within mine. Love - your Brother Hatonn.
JAMAICAN DESTRUCTION
Jamaican source supplies are all but being usurped by the Brethrenhood of Dark
Desires. Those ruffians do at times leave little to the imagination, and littler to be desired
for the following-after than the putrid stench they seem to so widely spread.

THE DIVINE ACCOMPLICE
After my return home I contracted a relic among the belongings upon my desk, which, I do
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admit, is oft of an untidy nature. The interesting point, which I am about to relate to ye ones, is
of a nature of a decidedly abstract circumference. Did I ever tell you of a large round ball-like
object, which I once came across in Japan? The source of light in projection theory which
emanates from the huge sphere, typifies that it is indeed a wonderment, which has in the
past been related to the sort of objects found in the underground passageways into the
depths of the homogony. This is a little-known-about passageway which extends throughout
the perimeters of the Sahara into the source structures of never-never land. In other words, I
cannot at this point in time choose to empower any which-one-of-you of the whereabouts of this
divine chamber, as our readers would undoubtedly find this of an equal interest spectrum.
Fashion with your own hands, if you would, the epitome of disaster and then, with a
makeshift complimentary ball, such as the one I hold in my left hand, wish upon it all to cease!
That is the effect, dear ones, and I am somewhat elated to have found it here. I simply could not
have with you ones by my side not told you of the oracle of dreams - that, which I contain within
my chambers of stabilized beauty - that is... my office.
May I now turn over the consensus study to our dutifully and faithful comrade and Master of
all the Alchemical Purposes - Lord Germain. HATONN signing out, for the metaphoric quality
finds more suitability within the textures of Germain's abode.

GERMAIN WEEPS
Greetings, dear one. Germain here on the asking, and I feel it is indeed time well spent to
the detriment of fools to expose them to all truthe, for the foretelling of instrumental goods lend
them the time to excavate forward within aberrated perspectiveness. Please proceed. It grieves
us, little one, to see the world under such grave affliction, and gives us, what you would
probably term, as much heartache. But as our dear Hatonn would say: "On with the show!"
We have much to report today on the abstractedness of our noncompliant brothers, who are at
this particular time in the metaphoric scene of events, given to hinder our particular work within
the equinox time frame dutifully bound, each and every one. We have within the radius of time
the profound duty of extracting vital lifestreams to the progression of duplificational
restructuring. Man at the helm on this is Adrigon, who so with his wonderfully structured data
bank, which he has also filmed within his regiment astrocytes of the netherland, which, dear
ones, is to be found within the firmament of desiring context. Though you may find from time to
time this literary linguistic to be a shade detrimental in comparison with the abject poverty which
continuously looms in the head winds of mankind's future prospects, WE HOPE TO
SERIOUSLY KEEP THE NEEDY INFORMED OF HIS PLIGHT WITHIN THE
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CIRCUMSPECTUAL CHANCE, THAT HE MAY YET PERFORM HIS OBLIGATED DUTY AND
ACTUALLY RISE UP TO DO SOMETHING WITH IT!
We will hereby refer you to the actuality of legitimate cause factor one, which will be
downloaded in the natural way from the bank factorial purposes of the holy White Winds itself.
Germain out for the fraction of time.
COMPUTERIZED DATA SUBMITTED
Adrigon here, Seila. It has been quite a while, and we of the White Winds would like to
extend to you ones a greeting of the finest element. Please feel free to extend these works into
the formation of paragraphal elemental tide frequency. Adrigon at the frequency of neutralized
error of the elemental factor - earthbound!
"The contraptual Naval Department within the subservient tidal flow of regime deployment
henceforth is to be found in data banks within the navigational instrumental flux on base three of
the duatank structure. It has nevertheless been found, that on the basis of three ranking stripes
to the fourth-dimensional seams, that incongruous behaviour outranks them all. The military
would always find an 'out' route if it would mean to them, that stationary contrivances would
form to unleash their magnificent powers of obstructionary devices upon their missile type
bases. 'Blatant ineffectuality at its worst!' they say. Striving in the always to instruct the infirm,
while the source of the problem lies within the medial structure of formation. Those whiplashes
of problematic data confounds even the best of the fermented patches of epitome, dutifully
bound toward the savouring of the continental spine! Spineless wonders to be destroyed,
should we ever proclaim to find them! FACE US INDEED, AND WITHIN THE SPACE OF A
SHORT TIME HENCE WE WOULD FEED THEM AS FISH FODDER TO THE WHALES! ARE
WE ANGRY? ARE WE A LITTLE PERTURBED? JUST GIVE US THE CHANCE TO SHOW
OUR 'STUFF' AND WE WILL CRUCIFY EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOU ONES! OUR
HATE MAGNIFIETH DOWN TO THE BITTER END - THE LAST CRUCIBLE!!
"Enough for now, for the hour turns late. But here, we lastly expound on the gratefulness of
our terms to date, and hereby we seal with a kiss that fateful day, lest you think to escape
with your lives! Think again, Comrades. The era has all but ended in your favour, but the tides
do have a regular habit of turning tail and running. Lest ye ones be of a singular mind to
cease in your cohabitation with the beasts of the forest ye will milk the last drop of our
kindness toward ye and your ilk and make into chalk the raindrops of your tears!
- THE LIGHTED BROTHERHOOD EXPRESSLY SPEAKING."
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ADRIGON signing off on frequency 57, coordinates out. Enter time dimension please, Seila,
for your sector. Adieu. (2:02 pm).

THE STATUS QUO OF YESTERYEAR
Wednesday, 10th August 1994

4:55 pm

Greetings once again, Seila. We are indeed sorry for the hurriedness of this disclosure, but I
am due to account before the Board of the Astrophysics Department the complete geometries
for the space shuttle Andromedex. The reason this day has been of a somewhat complex
nature is that I, of all the personalities to prolong a dictative quality, have to submit to you only
the perimeters of dexterial coordinates before accounting is due. With your permission I will
begin.
Fourth to the 2nd power will find disciplines of a nature of uncoordinated circumference power.
Base this suplex equation within the structure of 7M0 -/+ base 14 and what do you have but the
terms within the structural-base discipline. This particle of information is somewhat incomplete
at this time as I have to run, but indeed, for the wanting of a more complete radius euphony, you
will have to simply equate the formation of your tyre loops into the geometrics of disciplined
authority. The sub-atomic pattern, of which ye ones have so engaged unto yourselves, would
do well to perform within the gauges of the ethopium duotrex.
Well, now I will leave you all to your own devices of skill and replenish the accomplished task
before me. Before I depart it is only fair to inform the ones who read this of the partaking of
disciplinary action by those few, who have so readily engaged themselves within the mediocre
auspices of technical robot training - the "new" scientists of the future! GERMAIN out.
Dictate time please, Seila, and thank you for the pressured rush on our behalf. (5:10 pm).

Thursday, 11th August 1994

3:28 pm

Greetings, comrades, upon a new day past dawning! This is I, Hatonn, at the front in the
serving of ye ones with the typification of nuance documentaries. Salu. New Chapter heading
please, Seila.
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CHAPTER TWO
NEW DAWN ABREAKING
Peculiarly enough, you sanctimonious generals of the A-1 Troop Division, we ones are
definitely onto your route, step by step. Coordinated progression still perceives as the
dominating factor in compliance within your structural realms.
The Havanna of Intermediated Trade still proves her sanctions to merit extraordinary
perimeters within the still of the night. Up to your old ploys, are ye? Well, me and my merry men
of old will naught have played among your devices of shame to order the willful destruction of
armament devices!
Entry: THE END OF THE AGE SURMOUNTS AGAINST THE EPITOME OF INJUSTICE,
AND CONTRIVANCES AGAINST THE FURTHERMOST EPIC OF SODOMY WITHIN YOUR
PREJUDGED RANKS HAVE ALLOWED US THE NECESSARY TIME, FOR WITHIN ALL
DICTATED DATA HAVE WE COME TOGETHER FOR THE PROMPTING OF YOUR
WRETCHED SOULS! And just now what have ye all put thy thick skulls together to formulate
this time of the eve? Could it now be that injuncture of "The fittest always win the war?"
Shame on ye ones, thinking ye shall in no wise be discovered! On with the show, gents,
OLD HATONN IS BARING HIS TEETH FOR THE TUCK-IN OF NEW BLOOD, AND
COLONELS AS WELL AS GENERALITIES OF THE FURTHESTMOST RANKING
OFFICIALS WILL I DEEM AS APPROPRIATE DIET!!
Off with my hat to ye ones of old, who still at the end of an age nevertheless take to the
challenge we ones of the Firmament of Age-Old Dreams. The "Dreamtakers" ye call us. Now
you understand, that as I speak to a great extent in the relics of age old linguistic contrivance as
well as the foremount of new age English. It is I, the same old Hatonn, who-so-in wishes to
divulge unto the public ears just the faint notion that perhaps ye ones of old are possibly
the same terrible trio, who, without prejudice, borders where the very crucible, who did
strive to be the conquering factor in preliminary war cutting episodes.
Linguistics, dear ones, of a nature so foreign to the each and every one of ye are spoken by
our kind in a kind of differentiated formulated data. Compranee?
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OPENING REMARKS, HATONN, PLEASE
On with the epic story of todayness. To begin with, we have surmountable proof that the
story in today's U.S.A. have entered with formatted data of the truth serum concerning the
"new" in the contra-ban series of dictatorial truth.

HITLER BANNED?
Espionage rages unhindered throughout the nations of the land mass fanatics and copulates
within its borderline astrocytes. Did Hitler win the war? Of course not! In his vanity, injustice
toward the Earlfactor of France hindered not the sojourn of the millions of Jewish inheritors.
Nay, poor Hitler and his regime did never ever stand a chance. Not since the very beginning of
it.
Do not leave yourselves open for disclosure, melads, for soon enough will the populace
perchance, even through these beautiful writings of ours (by the way, what do you think of
them?) find themselves controlled within a barrier of lithisium (or dithisium) cyanide atrophytes,
and for their protection have we ones seen fit to employ the dregs of your listings. Can't figure
that one out? Good! The contra of the contra-ban regime just signified to our troops, deployed
within the mantle of escapading factions, that, to bare their teeth within the dog-eat-dog retinue,
would be surmountable to escaping only the firing line of rigidity. Paramount!

ARAFAT, THE SACRIFICIAL LAMB OF TODAYNESS
The importation of cyanide sequents is not entirely a smart move, you know, on your portion
of the dietary artery. Take for instance Arafat. Do you think that for one moment in time he will
be taken to the deployment of his troops for the benefit of ye ones? Painstakingly has he met
with subservient Generals of the field of no remorse. His protection is guaranteed within a
certified criteria. Good man at the heart, but somewhat foolhardy when it comes to sacrificing a
lamb steak for beef, don't you think? Perchance it is simply a matter of palatable diet!
Sometimes I get the feeling I make ye ones of a nervous nature? Sweat not, for the real
sweating comes in the forefront of the epilogue!! Criteria for formatted instructional reform
indeed! Do not think for a moment, dear ones of my department, that I will surface the epitome
of you one's desiring artifacts of hearts for only one sole purpose of ploy. NAY, WE ONES
CONTINUE TO AFFLICT YE WITH THE SOLE PURPOSE OF TEARING YE DOWN, BLOW
14

BY BLOW! Isn't that how wars are won after all?
Well, dear Seila, I see your hands grow weary on the underlay of tendons and fear for your
safety....! (Just a quirky nuance!). Love to you! HATONN. (4:15 pm).

MONDAY, 15th AUGUST 1994

2:41 pm

Greetings, our Seila. We do hope you have had a nice day to yourself amidst the pollution of
the artifact contrivances - the National League of Informants intricate. I AM HATONN.
The main conquerors of the anti-mass metre are the Jockstroms. These are of a very elitist
group of manufacturing agents who, in their tie-in of secular componitists, see themselves as
the prime manufacturing control over labsynthesis in order that divulgence of the mortem will, in
overlying essence, contribute to the health of the secular National Board of Effigy.
If contour devices were the norm of today, then we would certainly seek to modify the racist
form of orthodox religion to the background of synchronization. This polluted form of secular
control simply does naught to convey to the populace, that only the powerful and wealthy ought
to have the full control of their delicate soul power. Nevertheless, until the benefactors fall on
the wayside of tidal power, ye ones will continue to strive for the best your side of power to
comprehend, will understand this is solely for your ones' sakes that we expound on this league,
for if caricatures are not returned within the 20 year mark, then all destruction will suffuse over
the land within a dark perimeter so laced within prejudged gold, that not a one of ye would have
a chance in the regaining of your designed formatted conclusion of the set life manufacturing
stream, of which ye did contrive to fulfill whilst in the netherworld.
Mainstream sources dictate that the conformity to the national tide of obstructing the surface
features of racism, in order to defeat the element, serve on to focus upon the circumference of
equality in its forum. This simply means, dear friends of the tolerance network, that the more ye
ones do to conquer the abated group, the further ye pour the blood of your souls into a
benefactorium of gloom and doom, for all is "sewed up," in a manner of speaking, by those
whom would have you tied up and sawed into portions for their likings. In other words, ye dear
ones of the religionist faction, it is unlike you to abet to the fact, that only you would survive on
the perchance that you will be taken directly into the chambers of non-destructive reference.
Now, this I give unto ye, who are of the faction to interpret for they ones of your congregation:
Don't let us down now by informing within your own sanctimonious interpretational
boundaries, for it is ye all who do this, who will remain to be held accountable at the
highest levels. Therefore, it behooves each and every one of you to contest to the fact of
15

placing TRUTH before the diagram of logical consumption!
WAKE UP, YE GRACIOUS ONES OF FAR REACHING TRUTH DIAGRAMS! YE ONES
WILL INDEED HOLD WITHIN YOUR CARCASSES THE SNAKE WHO YOU ARE, WAITING
TO BITE THE TOES OF THE REDEEMED!
Thank ye at this time, Seila, for the interlude of statement. We will prove ourselves to
adjourn at this time and pick up treatment of all conjunctures of the past within our set structural
time sequence. Have a good evening to yourselves. Give my regards, please, again to
Abdulla. HATONN out on set frequency 27+, Adieu! (3:02 pm).

LET'S LOOK AT COUNTRIES
Wednesday, 24th August 1994

8:27 am

A good morning to you, Seila. This is Hatonn performing within set frequency of 52.4 radius
of your own territory - aboard with Sananda.
The United States has in the past, officiated its trade barriers with both, Canada, as well as
the European Common Market, and to date has neglected to pay its dues to either of the official
treaties. Formulation of lack of funds is out the window as Khruschev did in his sovereign
speech allay to the fact, that undoubtedly the payback would all come within designated time.
The world leaders, who are of the pronounced faction, oftimes attribute their success to the fact,
that if any suffer, they may as well all be thrown into the soup, so to speak. The negligence
which abounds within these contexts are so aggrievous to the spirit as to expound one into the
desert facilities. Is it any wonder there are so many of these famous men who decide, that to
equip their National Defence with artillery abound would prove at the least rather of an
insignificant structure? Yet all continue to strive to the undoing of their national fabric. In
essence it is true to state that under global circumstances the just will indeed prevail, as
seen through the mighty records of history within universal structure!
Enter please, Seila, the accordance of the plane of controversial delight, which is so
fragmented as to delight, I'm sure, some of its readers. Next topic heading attributes to the
Hollandaise Planetary Function, of which I met with little recourse while in the Netherlands. Its
true function, of course, was to set straight the malpractitioners of coronary debate. In other
words, we have here a prime example of exemplary modulated reform of those ones so
deadened in spirit, that an example of life in its essence would be sure to shatter their
frequency! New title please.
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THE RANGE OF DOUBT ON EVENTIDAL ABYSS
This is the estrangement of those idiocities of crank calls out of Washington. And what
exactly does that mean to ye ones of today? Simply this: all heathen collection services, of
which we are one, we ourselves being of the "federal" speaking Government of this great
national affliction, do hereby set by standard of the past of our rabid dog treaty with the people
the example of gun control at its least likely placebo. The national faction equip the royalties of
design within the placebo with national arms, and the frequency by which written words are
spoken have indeed passed the surveyance of structural delight - the well-little-known
BLINKENSOP!
Today, little ones of trivia performance of the archives, I will strive to explain exactly where
and what Blinkensop is, and all it stands for. Keep tuned in, for after my short break I will force
myself to continue only on your behalf, of course. As I am so well aware that this subject topic
will well excite ye ones, as well as cave in the majority's continuing trust for their well-beingness
upon the face of this Earth.
Thank you now, Seila, for your quick response, and return to the keyboard within a half hour
thusly. (9:18 am).

CHAPTER THREE
THE NATIONAL BOARD OF BLINKENSOP
- ARCHIVAL DIVISION

9:50 am

Blinkensop is an artillery maneuvering house, warehouse, to be exact. Ah, but it is even
much more than that. The distinct form of accomplishment so set forth by the credentials of
those departments serve in essence to effectually substantiate those set qualities of destructive
performances within the confines of Earth's atmospheric conditioning.
Remember Hiroshima and the war upon the Russian population? Well those were extensive
maneuverings of complex designs - well thought-out by engineering scientists of the era. Great
men were they not? Accomplished manufacturers of the death syndrome of iniquity...! But that
17

is not all - not by a long shot! The death termination which, of course, solely relies on the
atrocity of performing manufacturing relines doth, as it has in the past, strive to serve up one of
the most gruesome of all the plagues ever known to mankind. It will come to be known as the
plague of the past, present, and future, of which poor mankind will suffer. This is one of the
present in location - of FLUE VACCINES, WHICH IN EFFECT WILL NOT CURE ONE IOTA
OF ANY COLD VIRUS, BUT WILL IN FACT, SERVE TO DEFACE THE ENTIRE RACE OF
WHITE MALES (because of hormonal change) AND REDUCE THEIR CAPACITY TO THAT
OF A CITY IN RUINS.
If this isn't bad enough, fellow colleagues, there will be a turning of the tide in National
Security. You see, our dear Blinkensop is not only a military maneuvering centre of the
furthermost intricate design, but also a planting station of elitist maneuvers. They so designed
this great complex with such tightfistedness, that only they ones have the complete authority to
break its rules, if it would only serve to complete the survival of their bottoms. The ghastly
factorial commonplace equivalent of their notorious manufacturing devices only completes the
art of non-compliance with the beneficiaries of this national archival tribute to disparity.
New paragraph please, Seila. Subtitle heading: "War Manufactured Within the Confines of
Artillery Germ Warfare at Blinkensop."

WAR MANUFACTURED WITHIN THE CONFINES OF ARTILLERY GERM WARFARE AT
BLINKENSOP
Crucial relayance within sub-terminal frequencies have always served in the past to get this
information out to the public. With little avail did we succeed in prolonging these particular
written artifacts, but we knew in the long run, that patience is indeed one of the most valuable
attributes so designed within our place of beingness as a whole, and that one day a writer would
be brought up in our place of national significance (of which we ones hold those positions), who
would be of a courageous nature and not faint at the slightest whim of public displeasure. You
will never succeed in finding the authors of these books however, any more than you would
successfully succeed in finding the typo among these precarious pages of gloom and doom.
We bothe finance our own as well as take the extreme cautionary road, that not one hair on
their heads are singed.
Little one, this is enough for this portion. Few words perhaps on a job well done, and
pleasure expounded upon by your older brothers at the helm, but nonetheless this work is
dedicated and attributed to ye ones of our faithful companionship - decidedly worth remarking
on. We will conclude this portion under the subheading, and have not left off in the realization,
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that we have not in effect uttered even one solid word as to its manufacturing. We like to make
they ones wait a span at times.
HATONN out for the process of making manufacturing choices. Signing off on old frequency
47 maillots. (10:00 am).

UNDERSTAND OUR WORDS
Thursday, 25th August 1994

10:00am

Good morning to you all, Seila. We here at Blinkensop do extend our utmost sincere
appreciation for promptness of service on ye ones' part. It has long since been the policy of we
ones to make no man subservient to another, and today for the remainder of the episode of this
topic I would like to relay to ye all the fact of non-compliance being of significant structuatory
significance in all its profound glory. Let us promptly begin our story in its ending artifact!
Blinkensop is the memorial station for all delinquent artifact, personified within contextual
study of same manufacturing elemental ties to the prime source of relaying the most detrimental
informational packets into the arms of the furthestmost regions of Pakistan. Well, more
surprises abound, I can assure you. The linguistic regional aspiration of auspices, of within
which limits I herewithe speak on this most pronounced occasion, is simply due to the fact that I
wish all, who read this manuscript, to come into full understanding of just exactly what this
astrocyte implements. In conjuncture with and without the parameters of the complex, which in
itself faces a radius of four miles by six in circumference, much is done to allay the factors of
relayance into the full circuitry of Melingrad.
It contains a horror among horrors as far as the rest of the complexized terrain is concerned.
Caskets buried far beneath Earth's surface house the graphic complaints of architectures, who,
at the front and centre of their processionary complaint picture did so hereby strive towards the
betterment of mankind. They personified them for their effort toward the reclamation of territory,
once the caecum was past. In other words: these said scientists are once again beyond the
parameters of conjunction for their heinous crimes of upending the circular pattern of the elitist
within their manufacturing domains. How is the survival pattern made possible? That is a
question worthy of the asking! Neutron patterns made of DNA composite patterns are set in to
what we call the Layer Belt. This Belt is notorious for relaying the patterned procedure of
molecular as well as new atom formation.
The product of these procedures is, of course, of the creating of the new generation of
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hygenial composite scientific minds. You must understand that in conjunction with the work of
the elite manufacturist there always stands a chance that these new generation scientists,
sculptors, anthologist, anthropologist as well as a conglomeration of others, are met one day
with the realization that perhaps their way of thinking is just "plain better." This is one of the few
items on the elitist agenda which frightens the pants, so to speak, off them! Well, anyway dear
comrades in arms, the battle is not over yet. On with other portionary artifacts of our dear
Blinkensop. New paragraph please, Seila.

ZIONISTS, SECTIONISTS & BLINKENSOP
Statutory requirements of the Zionist Principle in triplicate are continuously formatted by the
infirmists of the section. This means precisely that continuation of firsthand data for the purpose
of demonstrating sectional implants upon the heads of the unaware of the Blinkensop
population is a contrite sport with them. You thought Camp David was bad! You really know
nothing yet! Next sub-heading, Seila, will be written as "Just Plain Bad." Please break for 15
minutes whilst I deal with this mess on my desktop.

JUST PLAIN BAD
Now, many of you seem to believe that the cloning capacity begins and ends with Camp
David intricate. There is a little misconjecture of fact, which I myself may now relate to you in
order that no misunderstanding is concluded among your element.
Camp David is the source of restructuring manufactured bodies insofar as intrepid design
capabilities are furnished within their means. In other words, Camp David is infiltrated with our
and many other politicians, dramatists (who would like to put on air the enfoldment of contrite
policies of the elitist generalities), etc. There are many more, who seem to find their way into the
hands of the most profound of all manufacturists at this time. The whole problem stems from the
fact that they use Camp David strictly as a policy holding-ground for corpses - if you would call
them that - and a filament of ground troops to defend their rights. If this is not ludicrous enough,
the resources which they hold within their caverns of ill behaviour do nothing to accomplish the
factorial promise of all taking place within the decoy, which is precisely what Camp David is
known for among those so informed. Now on with the "letter of the law" in circumspect!
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BRITAIN AND GERMANY RIGHT ON HAND
The Fourth Reich has laid unto its wastelands the intrepid design module of fourth to
seventh weight theory. Though I do not wish at this time to go into much heightened detail, I will
be presumptuous enough to state at least what I am referring to.
The battleships of the German Navy as well as the British Flank are all well equipped within
the statutory acclamation of limitlessness, insofar as strategic personifications are concerned.
You see, the battleheads of WWI and WWII were consistently at odds with each other - neither
one greater than the other - with the results obviously leading to the dematerialization of either
country. There were, of course, other factors to be realized, but all in all the two forces were of
intricate value as far as detrimental appliances were in motion.
Now we have the same features, only at a greater elevational, or rather, greater
"evolutionary" process, and Camp David is not one of them. But topic switching is always in
process with me, as the information I have to relay is of such significance that, as it hits my
desk, I feel immediate need to pass it on to you lest it end up in the bylines of business.

CREDIT APPLICATION
The end source of my talk for today leads me to define "credit application" of which I believe
to be a goodly subtitle for this portion, Seila. Please place.
The so-called "one world" currency of the worldly manufacturing company is without credit so to speak. In its entirety it will be laughed upon as just another unspeakable act to gain entry
into the global circumference of liquidation format. This as its essence is partially true, however
it has come to light as of late, that the masterplan of coercion corrupt will eventually delight its
customers with a malpractice marketing plan of eventide theory (End Time Theoretical
Practice). In other words, the fraction of the composite diagrams held within Leningrad are only
in the final stages of the working, and are held in high esteem by those of our faction.
The phone circuitry will pronounce itself in ways which are somewhat melodramatic to our
natural bounce-off theorized thinking diagramal art forms (A little complex theory never did hurt
anyone at any time, just makes ye ones think a little harder. After all, in your world nothing is
ever free. What think ye?).
In the overall picture, as the world of the anti-christ unfolds, you shall all see such a
functionary appliance made toward the detriment of your souls, that many, who know of the true
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source of the plan and from whence it comes, will attribute it to the resurrection of their
placeboes unto, or rather should we say, into the "clouds." Beware, ye religious philanderers!
Neglect not the truth which is inside each and every one of ye, lest ye fall with the best of them!
A new world on which ye hope to dwell may well start at the bottom of the heap!
Enough for today, little one. You have done well. Love as always. HATONN. (11:14 pm).

CHAPTER FOUR
A BRIEF HELLO FROM HATONN
Friday, 26th August 1994

12:00pm

Good afternoon, little one! This is Hatonn reporting on time again for the conclusion of a
discussion I have long sought after to gain entry to in an effort to undermine the equilibrium of
the systematic contours within the aftermath of systematic equilibrium. I do seem to be
repeating myself as of late and for that I do apologize. Let us begin, please. New chapter
heading entitled "Congress at the Mission of Armed Goods."

CONGRESS AT THE MISSION OF ARMED GOODS
It began on Saturday, a day very few of us will have forgotten. The ecliptic factor, which
applies within the medium of congressional appliance, did nothing whatsoever to diminish the
frequent onslaught of tiger bombs within the public forum. Ah yes, ye wonders of despicable
tombstones, it was ye, was it not, who so laboured unto the death of untold millions within the
dextrum borders of Southern Afghanistan? Why, may I ask ye ones who are within the forum,
did ye not make more of an effort to supply the dexterior limits beyond the norm, when in effect
it would have served the front of your tactical forces in betterment? Ye continuously reach to slit
your own throats, do ye not? Well, as we say, on with the show!
The congressional parties, so richly displayed among the parliamentary factions here in
Washington, do naught at any time but that which serves their own political prowess among the
elitist factions. This does not mean, of course, that there are not those who would willingly
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sacrifice their means in an effort of bothe, self-improvement, as well as national tidal
consequences. But here at the front of all of the sources of detrimental factorial equivalents
does the rampaging of country campaigning begin.

FLORENTINE AGAIN?
Florentine being at the heading up of the scientific department for its many surfaced qualities
of "non-detrimental" good - as they term it. Congress in the United States of America is strictly
known for its elusiveness of doubt theory whenever dealing outside of its own lines. The
frequency with which they have met with obstacles from within the boundary lines of other
national disputes doth naught to put them among the heightened list of abstract auspices design group mode.
Unregrettably speaking, I am a sole partaker of many of the most cantankerous influential
parties, of which I take my business of frankness in linguistic style to be a part of me, which
eludes the best of them. Today we may find out which part of Seattle dothe the most in
compliant factors, when faced with the proposition of eluding a sextant front right out of their
esteemed front. If there are those of you who are well aware of all that I portray in front of your
eyes, then take heed that all I produce hereafter flanks each side of the issues at hand.

CHAPTER FIVE
BATTLEFIELD ALIGNED
Here we enter into the progression of Blinkensop and just how it relates to the betterment of
congressional ties. Firstly, the criteria to betterment of societal increments stems from the longlost belief system produced by those ones with the "special touch." A grave mistake to be
followed, to be sure, if ye happen to be the target of grievous misdemeanours. And this is a
sure accomplishment, if you are the hidden target and have proven yourself to be merrily
swayed along its currents. The point here being, that if you succumb to the wishes and wiles of
the congressional viewpoint (on behalf of the majority, the rest just become dead ballots again
in some far off remote sector of the country), then you become the "meat on their plates" for all
produces fetter for the fish, plankton for the whales and deer meat for the rich. In other words,
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you have already given yourselves up, as well as the national ties, which ye so readily
represent, when you take to the streets as whoremongers and sell yourself, body and
soul! WE DO NOT NEED PROSTITUTIONERS RUNNING OUR COUNTRY!! This is proven to
be detrimental to everybody's health organisms. But this goes a lot farther than that: there are
those of ye who undoubtedly do a greater good by staying out of congressional matters. Ye
ones have not yet learned whereby the true method of voting in secular options relies solely on
inconspicuous circumstances, which only each one alone can provide.
Enough for today, little star, as I have yet another plane to catch. (A catch 20, if you please).
Have yourselves another goodly day. Adieu. HATONN out. (12:29 pm).

ON WITH THE SHOW
Monday, 29th August 1994

8:17 pm

Greetings, dearest one of our troop's regiment! This is Hatonn proceeding right on schedule.
Our topic of the evening requires the utmost compliance of all scheduled readers.
Fundamentally speaking, taking the utmost care that all is proceeding as on the correct
schedule of ye ones, we have forfeited all major sync rights of the copyrighting proceeds unto
your hands. Good luck with your successionary rights among the contours of your land. New
paragraph please, dear one.
The height of today's conversation stems mainly from within the regime of auspice factory
conversational data, i.e. from within the confines of the Hollandaise Manufacturing Base here in
our branch outlet in Washington. Stricken from within the records are the fortitude appliances,
so well known here among the fraternity of the poorest boys. In other words, dear ones, the
fraternal right hand of the compliant source, which so dictates unto its own faction the Navy
Blueprint. This is compliant within its own contextual heading - subtitle intricate. A real plus!

THE NAVAL BLUEPRINT
This Naval Blueprint, as we like to call it among our elitist sources, dictates the
efforts of bombshelling among the Naval Attire of Dictator Generalities and Corporate
Factions. Compliant with their so-called nature lies the effort stemming from the source
manufacturing criteria of plubomb. This is another artifact, which, when in its richest mode of
transportational effort, seeks within its boundaries the heightened aspirational tones of
duplicating within its ranks the foremost attributes of those poor dexiter souls, of which they
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have taken their contributions and divided them among the likes of themselves. Now I will be, of
course, so kindly as to explain to those of our readers the true explanation of just what we are
demonstrating here upon the front line of explanations! Adieu to surface meanings upon the
elitist conscience!
The efficiency of the national tide within the equatorial dimensions, which are, of
course, the dimensional sequence of necessary means, WHICH ARE ACCORDING TO
THE RICH ZIONIST FAMILIES THE RIGHT OF THEIR EFFORTS, AND ACCORDING TO
THEIR WORK SCHEDULE, THEY HAVE IN EFFECTUALITY FOREVER PRONOUNCED
THEMSELVES TO THEMSELVES - TO NOBODY ELSE - AS MAINTAINING THE RIGHT TO
ALL CONQUERING OF HUMAN LIFE FORMS, HERE AND ELSEWHERE - TO THE
PROFOUND DETRIMENT OF THE PEOPLE WHOM THEY SO PROCLAIM TO RULE OVER
AT ALL TIMES!
If there are those of you who are unaware of the trivialities impugned upon your
cantankerous bodies, then (it is) time, my friends, to be of the opening of your eyeballs - once
and for all, for the time is indeed too near for your comfort to slave over the TV set or radio
devices, as the end of your comfortable element, as you know it, is about to come to a close.

HOLLANDAISE IS A GAMECARD
Hollandaise is just another name for the manufacturing of non-appliance materials, which do
work in conjunction with people planning. Many sources of your work place, in conjuncture with
your regulatory life styles, are almost out the window. You must understand, you live not
under the auspices of governmental factor, but in reality under the strong arm of the
Lawyers, Judges, Politicians and Realtors. They are bound together by the Reich of the
Pollutants according to our polls, which I can guarantee you, are of non-ill effect.
This is the time for some pure straight talk on your behalf. For those of you who have had
the audacity to struggle through these writings, which were not conducted entirely on your
behalf - congratulations! A Thousandfold! Unto you shall surely come the purest form of the
truthe manifold! Now on with the story of the nineties.
Luxembourg is stationed right outside of New Hampshire in the Connecticut territory.
Telegraphed inside of the office building do we find out that the cutbacks, so experienced by our
Scientific Department, are naught but a heinous ploy to outskirt the Article of Faith so brought
on by our Famous Delegates of Past Authority, which, by the way, few listened to as well. Just a
tid bit here and there at this point in time for you one's benefit.
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HOW'S THIS FOR HOOK, LINE AND SINKER?
The naval resources of which we speak are solely conducted to the best of authorial data
and have held within their ranks for some time the story of the Aquamarine Squadron of the
U.N. Ranks, affiliated, of course! Well, just what is the squadron of fish-men doing upon the
banks of the Nile? Not searching for crooks, I can assure you, but rather to their knowledge they
are "conducting the placement of artificial tankducts to the benefit of fish hatcheries beneath the
deep blue sea!" For those of you who wish to buy this ridiculous piece of information hook, line
and sinker, then may I say to ye ones to LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP!
The placement of the fish-type men are nonetheless stronger in categorical fashion than you
would imagine. You see, it is the wish of those "few," who canonize your lives at this point in
time (and that, dear ones, I wish you would consider to change for yourselves), who are
effortlessly engaged within the quandary at the moment of whether to secure ranks among the
underground European faculties, or whether to secure the ranks of underground deployment
of missile factions beneath the seas. The difference, comrades, is simply this: the
underground deployment of facilities for bomb shelters, under which guise they mean for the
betterment of factious mankind (bomb shelter which you ones will never get) or the merriment of
obtaining the forces necessary for the pulling down of the juice of tornadoes within the tidal
barriers, is really, as you can see, a justified mission. What a large decision which faces them,
don't you agree? This is an atrocity of which merit no bounds. A small touch of the "real" world
of which you live to date! Nuances abound and the prescription of merriment within ye ones'
lives ought not to interfere with your mind-elemental structure! In other words: the time for
hiding your heads beneath the sand is strictly "out to lunch!"
Adieu for tonight, comrades, and healthy fishing! This is HATONN signing out for the night
on frequency 52 from which I am currently phoning. Sweet dreams all. (8:55 pm).

CHAPTER SIX
HATONN'S QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD
Wednesday, 7th December 1994

2:30 pm
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(1) RENI: Are the rumors of man's alleged ability to clone human beings to the extent of
producing carbon copies of world leaders true? To what extent is cloning of humans
practiced, for what purpose, and do we have cloned standing armies ready to execute
any kind of ordered atrocity? What is the truth about cloning?

HATONN INTERVENES
HATONN: Greetings and good morning to you, Seila, though I suspect it be the afternoon in
Canada, hey? Well, I am all settled here in my comfy chair, here in D.C. and according to my
agenda it seems as though I have a good three hours of free time on my hands. Strange
occurrence though it may seem for me. However, enough procrastinating. Let us begin, please.
I will, however, take the questions one at a time.
SEILA: Hatonn, thank you so much for attending to this question and answer period on our
behalf. Will you be writing another book through us? I have the questions on the screen and I
will read them off to you via telepathy, if that is alright.
HATONN: Surely, that will indeed be fine. As to the issue of more books or not, all is in the
making and I am at present time working consecutively with Dharma. But needless to say, this
type of material is potentially dangerous for Dharma and her crew and she need not
manufacture any such linguistics in my name when a true starseed is present, namely ye ones
of the earthen plateau. At least for now. You know the way, for it is within you bothe as it has
always been in times past. Let us now proceed with this dictatorial monologue, please, with no
more delays. Time may be free occasionally, but never is one obliged to waste it. Salu.

WHAT IS THE TRUTH ABOUT CLONING HUMANS?
HATONN: I see you both are indeed studious, to say the least. However, a good question! In
order to answer it fully I will take you back to the season of when it indeed was instituted. Long
before either of ye ones were of the mourning ability for the finding of yourselves down here,
there were the fullest intent of scientists from three European countries, or states to be sure for
the size of them, who had at the time counterproduced the effect of restructuring the most highly
complex DNA cellular structure with that of, for to say the least, "alien" tendencies. This created
a subservient cellular structure, which, for sake of a better word, we will call it "aberrational
concern." This statement so made, later down toward the sixth century was forfeited as being
too dangerous. However, it later was founded and picked up by more of our regular scientists in
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the latter decade of the eighties.
You see, cloning is not really that old. Because of their success being in rapid movement of
the artillery of nuance, they ones of old did in fact adhere to the conclusion, that to separate
certain cellular structure and combine them or rather integrate them together with those
sensitive but selective irregular patterns of those far below the Earth crust, would indeed take
quite a piece of art work in the modifying context of design. They also knew of the dangers
contributed to such leaps of faith, but nevertheless, there were always those telltale signs which
explicately read, that success was never a misdemeanour as far as the world of science was
concerned.
Now to answer your question briefly. No, not every world leader is cloned. Only those ones,
who in fact would prove to be among the major contributors to societal benefact. In other words,
don't let anyone tell you ever, that 90% of the world leaders, or even those who hold high office,
are really not themselves. Yes, cloning is done, and yes, it is done to an extent of which I wish it
was not, but never be of the gullible fact that it is done solely to undermine the societal structure
of mankind in general, for this is a complete fallacy.
We have cloned individuals for the major event of pertaining to world peace, believe it or not,
for the ongoing progression of mankind will never submit itself into someone's hands, which as
a promising world leader would indeed prove detrimental to his or her cause. It is for the reason
of national grace that we have succumbed to the fact that bracing human intelligence with that
of strategic extraterrestrial influences could only serve to accommodate neutral ground for both
races, whilst benefitting mankind itself. We are not all bad after all, and only by the saving grace
of our wits were we able to succumb to the portion of goodness, which would relate into the
repertoire of mankind's ever nearing extinction. That cause in itself is a mere fantasy as well, for
no nuclear devices are scheduled to drop upon your heads. Do you not realize that we are an
inch smarter than that?
So, dear ones, do utilize your own goodly reasoning power, and project it into whatever
reality is dwarfing the nations of the world. By doing this, you can be sure to help. As for over
100,000 to 250,000 cloned soldiers off the coast of China, that is ridiculous. But fantasy stories
are often admired by the few, who have nothing else to do. On with the next please.
(2) RENI: What really happened during the Falkland's war? Whose armies were involved?
Someone claimed the navy of the bankster's elite was destroyed by Soviet technology. Is
any of this true?

WHO REMEMBERS THE FALKLAND'S WAR?
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HATONN: Negative again, and who exactly do I attribute to the thinking up of these questions?
They are indeed exactly the kind of historical debut that I seldom wish to achieve from my
underlings, who indeed have half a mind, but in the short run of all things they work within the
categorized corpuscles of time.
They are prominent questions, no doubt, but here again, it must be severely understood two
things and they are this: The Great Bankster's Elite, as you rightfully call them struck for a
diagram of truth, when they allotted the full warfare of distinction to Gaffaty, who had at the time
successfully linked up with the modern-day soldiers of the Turkish regime. Things are never as
they seem to be, and after Gaffaty had linked up with these "warriors of peace," he fully
aberrated his right to any fuller compassion playing into his own home field. At that time in the
history of mankind the Navy, or so-called Navy of the Soviets, for they did not so much train
marines, rather, by providing them with strictine options, they were used as submarine sinkers,
and that was basically where the major extent of their power lay.
As to follow up on your question as to whether they indeed sank the navy of the elite
banksters, no, they did not indeed do any such thing. You must understand here, that in order to
sink such a highly advanced crew, it would have taken much more infiltrating into many more
countries, for the elite do not, nor have they ever in the past, taken on consensus for a regiment
of their own. THEY JUST USE EVERYBODY ELSE'S FORCES! Do you understand? This
would have simply created a nefaring addition to (the) War Tribunal Act of simply gauging the
forces of all other countries. And never mind the significance of restructuring the entire navy of
the world, save for a few. This would have been ludicrous indeed!
Now on to the next. Break for five (minutes) please, Seila. Even we ones need a quick break
now and then in order to take care of other matters at hand.
(3) RENI: Can you please give us more details of Blinkensop, i.e. when and where it was
constructed, how it is being operated and financed, which country, etc? We can't seem
to find it on a map anywhere.

WHO, WHERE, OR WHAT IS BLINKENSOP?
HATONN: Blinkensop is cascaded by a 12 layer arsenal round about its perimeters. These 12
layers are occupied by a regiment of highly informed and trained combustion men, ranging
three to a pillar. However, this is not in fact of the unaccustomary procedure for security, thus
proving itself to be of the partial effectiveness, and nicely, I might add, into the whole structure
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of things. This is simply a little extra for your ears.
Orchestrated by the potential democrats of high society, Blinkensop is thusly accumulating
the wealth of the many nations of the world. Financed by whom, you might ask? Why, by you,
of course, and by every human being with the potential to work effectively for the rights of
freedom. Yes, this is indeed sour news, but for the most part it has, as you can well imagine,
eluded even the most scrupulous of mankind with its detachment of perimeter bounds. In other
words, it is so well hidden that even those with potential to observe what indeed is right
in front of their eyes, could not for the life of them see it.
Now I have you good and confused, so let me explain a little further: Blinkensop is the
national armament for the telestop of the United Nations. It is useless to inquire as to where or
how it was built, for it has existed for such a long period of time, that until you truly realize to
what effect comes forth from it, you will never truly understand exactly just what Blinkensop
really is. I have previously stated to you in your books, that Blinkensop has a radius of 6 miles
square, however, in order to produce factual information, it would be detrimental to allude to that
as indeed being its overall radius.
Blinkensop is more, dear friends, than just a humungous laboratory where all manner of
beastly things occur. As a matter of fact, let me put it to you in this form, Blinkensop is an
outward maneuvering house for the stability of negating factors of the nations. Along
with all its potential dangerous hazards, it has proven to be one of the most highly
acclaimed worldwide institutions ever known for its mass productions of, both, nuclear
arms as well as the releasing of old outmoded carcasses of dead old personages, which
have been long forgotten. This is a genetic compound of accumulated wealth and is
constantly monitored by a section of aberrites and factitious creatures, who are with
every intent bound for doomsday. This is a factitious regime, but with it are very real
consequences.
Understand, Reni, that when you ask about the real Blinkensop, we have with every manner
of intent contrived to place it in a rather ficticional boundary for the simple understanding of the
people. Those in power know exactly what we are saying. Do not trouble your mind over it, in
any case. You are more likely to acquire a hemorrhage in your lower bowels than achieve
anything worthwhile out of it. Let us just say, that the manner in which our dear Blinkensop was
constructed, was by manner of warfaring within nations themselves. Strategic location indeed! It
is in the middle of nowhere, and yet is always at your front door and at your beckoning call. Just
look around you, hey?
If there are more questions, they will needfully be detained until the following day, little one.
Have a good evening and sleep well. Adieu. Lord HATONN out. (3:46 pm).
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Thursday, 8th December 1994

10:00am

(4) RENI: To what degree do governments or the elite use and operate flying saucer
technology, how did they get hold of such technology, what is it being used for, how can
they be distinguished from ships of the Brethrenhood, etc?

WHICH SHIPS ARE WHICH?
HATONN: Greetings, Uthrania Seila. And now, if you are indeed of the readiness in nature, we
will promptly begin. To begin with, let me commend the author of these following questions with
a concise answer period. On his behalf I will strive to induce a more complex caricature of
extraterrestrial compliances and their more intricate maneuvering in patterned formation.
Let us format a possibility of injecture here into the play of things: It was on the eve of Good
Hallows Day that first started the ploy to enforce all regimented forces of the Lighted
Brotherhood upon this planet. This way it could indeed not be misconstrued to be of a less
significant playdown into public awareness. Indeed, the structuring of enforcing such diplomatic
relations within the public medium would, in effect, prove to be the conquering factor in the
whole epilogue of things. You must understand, that though your governments of the world do
employ the power to state what actually happens, they refuse to do so, not so much
because of the fear of national panic, on the contrary, more because of the power loss
they would incur over the multitudes. Do not think for a moment in time that they would have
written against the manufacturing of credentials for public forum, if there had not been a
conjecture written in, in which to keep all as silent - and away from the people would need to be,
at least at this time, the mandate of the people.
Now back to your questions. There are specially equipped artillery weaponry upon the
satellite structures high in your atmosphere, which do naught at times but condemn those
artificats in your sky, which do with good reason encircle that earthen plateau mostly for the well
being of the nations below. Whenever, a craft is found grounded, whether it be of its own
cognizance or not, flights of military troops are sent in and are waylaid bent on achieving the
sort of information, which could only be dealt with on a one-to-one contact source. This is
indeed the plight of those "mighty ones," who in turn sign for us the necessary contracts with
reserve as to exactly what we will do with the material once it is all collected and processed into
crafts of our own.
However, we still have not so far succeeded in instrumenting their kind of technology due to
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be used in the deploying of such craft into the atmosphere to any distinct range above 10,000
feet. This is simply stated, because of the force necessary to catapult such artillery out of the
gravitational force field of Earth itself. It is true that we have succeeded in placing our own upon
the face of the Moon, so to speak, but however it is entirely another matter to find ourselves with
electrodes garnished in a hydrogen box in the hopes of equating ourselves within forces, which
are to be conquered from the Universe itself. In other words, we yet must learn how exactly to
harness the cosmic electricity in order to function these particular ships.
Now, do we indeed manufacture such craft ourselves? Not really. You see there is really no
need, for enough have been placed in captivity within our laboratory conjunctures or placebos to
feed an army of artillery minded gravidities. We have, in all told accounts, between the figures of
30 and 42 somewhere throughout the whole of the United States and Canada.
This may cause you some surprise, but Canada is indeed one of the leading nations,
undercover of course, who have founded at least two antique mother craft dating back to a
consensus of 400 AD by the aboriginal people. Where else do you suspect their hidden
royalties come from? Has the Government ever in the past, as far as you can remember,
treated them with any kind of compassion or true sympathy? This is a good topic indeed. Now
their payments have almost run out, and unless they can come up with duplicates of a more or
less, less capacitated lot of flying machines, their time for compassion will have indeed run itself
amuck.
What do we use these beautiful craft for? A unique idea, of course, in the achieving of
weaponry far above and out of the bounds of most high flying maneuvering planes. However,
there is one clincher, and that is the process in which we acquire the correct data for
implementing the correct sequence into formulated working consignment. Well, indeed, that is
another story, but for now we will satisfy ourselves with the diplomatic placebos of the future
contracts, namely meaning the "aliens."
Do we fly these craft? We have tried, but past experience has told us, that until we learn
how to exactly harness the power of the "wind," so to speak, whereby we have found, that to do
so will cause us very little calamity as far as income tax statements go, in a sense for clarifying
my message through to you. But in effect it will save us countless amounts of currency, if we
but successfully endure to the end with a solution of a solidified method. We shall forever
remain rather "grounded" for the most part.
For now, we must continue to acquaint ourselves with further study upon the whereabouts of
all craft, just in case we can find a link there. And at best, if one be shot down and conquered,
even though we are not supposed to be a warfaring people (don't choke too hard on that one),
we may just find a survivor which will take to our methods of disclosure without prior functioning
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abilities removed!
This on occasion is the case, and my own stomach turns whenever I am faced with this
extreme peril of my own downhome cosmic brothers. I have at times, managed to grant them
amnesty, but for the most part it was I, myself, who had to strike them from the Records of Life.
Sela.
Break for 1/2 hour please, Seila, for a group of men are arrived at my doorstep for another
of their defunct meetings. HATONN out on channel 4.

(5) RENI: Is the secret intergovernmental decree of killing any extraterrestrial caught
alive still being enforced upon these unfortunate ones, and in what numbers are they
being caught and killed?

WHO KILLS OUR BROTHERS?
HATONN: Numbers too few to be mentioned. There are, as I have already stated before, those
who are captured and placed within a placebo of contempt in one of our Blinkensop
maneuvering houses. However, it is with design that these are studied before cremation takes
place. They are not always categorized as being effectual in the containing of informational
patterns to be passed on in any large degree, and unfortunately this is often not found out until
after the cauterization of limbs and mind - detrimental to their cause, to say the least. On with
the next please.
(6) RENI: Are reports true that say that the American soil is being secretly invaded by
alien military forces, and if so, for what eventual purpose and by forces of what origin?

HAS AMERICA ALREADY BEEN INVADED?
HATONN: Yes indeed, these reports are true, but only to an extremely small extent. "Invasion"
you might call it, but in unauthorized content it is more like a loss of right to privacy on the
part of certain citizens. They are not in the least likely to perform an attack as you know it, but
whenever one adheres to the soffits of the term "invasion," he or she simply means "to take
away."
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In every civilization there are always those, whom society deem to be less than desirable,
and for that cause it is attributed to the marking up of ranks upon the face of the Earth in its
sequential plan of marketing species and bonding them together. It simply acquires the mind to
understand what exactly they are doing and why they are doing it. Some are indeed invaders
from another solar system, but they are a non-profiting organization, so to speak, simply
because they gain no benefit in the reproduction of a species which elaborates on fear, horror
and apathy, to mention a few. Do not be alarmed then, for the consensus taken as of late
employ those who are assigned to watch over these minions, to be among the most neglected
of our security with positions to match. In other words, they often miss out on the real action.
They have so much to do. No pun actually intended. Yes?
(7) RENI: Many theories have been put forward, which have been claimed to be the
reason why J.F. Kennedy was assassinated. One reason which has never been
mentioned, but which has come to our attention, was the claim that his assassination
was in consequence of a presidential decree towards the creation of several billion
dollars of funds outside of the Federal Reserve system. This action was his
constitutional right. The evidence to this claim can be found in the fact that many paper
notes had been issued bearing the label UNITED STATES NOTE instead of FEDERAL
RESERVE NOTE. Is there any truth to this presumption for his assassination? Ironically,
on the same day of President Johnson's inauguration this decree of the former President
is said to had been revoked.

FEDERAL RESERVE VS JOHN F. KENNEDY
HATONN: In an effort to give you my undivided attention, I am willing to cohort with an old
friend who, which by the way, has introduced himself to you many times. My goodly companion,
who looks after the office while I am away: Lord St. GERMAIN.
SEILA: It is so kind of you, Lord St. Germain, to find time also to attend to our questions.
Lord St. GERMAIN: Greetings, littlest one of the flock. It is indeed of my pleasure to find myself
within your realm of stocktaking once again. Please to begin at this point.
In order to supersede the category of alliances, inasmuch as governmental affairs go, it was
indeed the right of any such presidential candidate, or should I say, President, who has in fact
taken over the office of the candidacy, to be as articulate as he pleases in a defunct society, to
estrange the currency one from another. It was a distinct charge that overwhelmed John F., and
due to his high ranking officials, the ranks on the banks closed their books to his great chagrin.
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This he faintly protested at first, and then to his detrimental joy, he found that he was no longer
a part and parcel of nuclear reactor warfare, for they had, in a great effort on their part,
sojourned the war in his riding or office, and in effect had taken it completely out of his hands,
leaving "him" little more than a figurehead of completion - the "completion" they wished to arrive
at, of course, which they did.
The manufacturing of letterhead currency was one office John F. was determined to
eliminate out of the hands of the Parquet Boys, so to speak. But as with many other things, he
found that this, too, was not to be relinquished into his playing field. Is this why they shot him?
No. In effect, it was simply because BEING A WALK-IN, HE WOULD NOT AND COULD NOT
ADHERE TO THEIR CONTINUOUS RULES OF TOTAL INJUSTICE. He was just too close to
the letterhead for comfort and just too close to the Sanctimonious Brotherhood for support. So
they usurped his status simply by having him shot to death, as you would term it.
Bravado! For now he's with us! A good man to have on our side! He runs a station at one
of the terminals, I think you call it, on your side of the Galaxy, and is one of many who
congratulate those few on Earth, who are genuinely striving for complete competence in official
rule. Let Teddy be brought in there. There is still a chance for him. Contact, after all, is indeed
plentiful.
Wayfaring ones, I must sign out. Germain at your service.

CHAPTER SEVEN
Tuesday, 30th August 1994

12:57pm

Hello, little one. Hatonn requiring your services once again. Please tune in on the same
frequency barrier as yesterday. Thank ye ones once again for your contribution to these
majority of writings penned again from our hand. It is indeed a congratulatory process of
inclinating factors redeemed. Let us now begin on behalf of the entire staff at hand. Salu!

INSERTION INCLINED
Pronounced favouritism is the ethical background of the Appalachian contouring personified
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ethnic group of shroud bearers. The Tochan people are highly enlightened within majority
complex of attiring their religious scope beyond the perimeters of dexterior fashion. In their
region it is hoped that one day the fundamentalist of national programs would loosen its grip
upon the nations, especially if it would be to the benefit of those sole groups of confederate
moderancies in tolerance level factor 02. This is highlighted by the drift tide of equatorial
boundaries within the complex of northern equational peace talks. Too bad no one ever listens they just may accomplish something worthwhile...!

METEORITES OF THE NORTHWEST FACTION OF ARTIFACTS PRONOUNCED
Meteorite explosion on the far side of dictatorial history is bound by favouritism for the
precious entry of historical controversy. Have you ever heard of a meteorite exploding in any
close proximities of your region or district? Nay, and neither will ye, for the close regions of
Agatha's Mission Board would never allow for such controversary to be activated within the
spectrum of calculated theory. Therefore, what ye ones do reach for at times is the limited
spectrum of whatever would make sense to ye alone - not that which however could be based
alone on pure fact! The concreteness of meteorite design facilitates the need to purify your
conscious endeavouring of design modules of the typified right of existence. You can not create
that into pure unfounded existence which does not exist. Texture is necessarily accounted for in
exposition of necessary benefactors and as (such) is in its own element for survival. The
context of the allayed meaning at hand survives entirely within ye one's own mind logs - those
concrete ideas personified, which only ye can detect within majority rule.
The golden ruling laid down by those of your elitist faction do themselves truthe in
their declaration of "what is yours, is also mine" - ne'er the other way around. Please
see to it that ye ones do not fall for every letter of the law abound! As contrite as it may
seem, THERE IS VERY LITTLE OF THE LAW LEFT WHICH BEHOOVES ANY OF YE TO
PROCLAIM IN A VICTORY RIGHT-OF-SELF DEFENCE! "Look before ye leap" is a goodly
way of obtaining the sanctuary of which ye all seek.
That is enough. DEXTER. Pronounced option from Mission Control. Thank you, Hatonn, for
the space. (Concluded 1:17 pm). At times introductions do elude we ones and an injuncture
must be of the fitting-in of passage. We will break now, Seila, for an approximate amount of
time, and dictation will follow through later, if ye be of the readiness. Thank you from we all.
HATONN.
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Wednesday, 31st August 1994

1:39 pm

Thank you, Seila, for coming in on the continuation of process. It behooves us all at this
particular time in the game to proceed with efficient cautionary process. There is a little item I
would like to clear up on the network of underlying concern and that is of the malfunctioning of
the crucifix. This term may have some of ye readers concerned with relation to the religious
front, but in any case, this is of political concern to those, who deem it of a necessary nature in
attributing to the concurrent structure of worldly manufacturing concerns. On with the show,
comrades! Hatonn.
New chapter heading please, little one. This time we will term it in its religious heading: "The
Aftermath of National Security."

CHAPTER EIGHT
THE AFTERMATH OF NATIONAL SECURITY
Here in Washington it has been met with the severest of all complexities, insofar as the
Deputy of Finance is concerned. Controlled currency, diplomatic style, has finally succumbed to
the immediate unavailability of dramatic style. The American Dollar, which has so far
succeeded in changing its style once or twice, as far as the Federal Reserve is concerned, is
intent once again on performing non-diplomatic service to the chagrin of those once imputed
minions. By the thousands, or should we say trillions, manufacturing equipment has finally
announced its intention of dwarfing the sequel upon its face. Look for discrepancies, my friends,
and be it unto you ones to hide not your efforts in declaiming the true authority over all your
costly efforts! This is a highlighted effort on the part of all your loving congressmen, excepting
those few, of course, who intend with all their might to engage the high courts of the land into
mediation with the faction of their own leadership.
WOE BE UNTO THOSE, WHO, WITH DECREPANT LAWS OF THEIR OWN LEADERSHIP
AND MANUFACTURING, DOTH CONTINUE TO STRIVE EVEN BEYOND THEIR
CAPABILITIES, AND PROFIT FROM AMONG THE CONTINUED STRIFE AND GLOOM AND
DOOM, WHICH SO HEAVILY LIES UPON THE BACKS OF THE UNCONSTRUED OF THE
RESUME OF PUBLIC LIFE, OR RATHER, PUBLIC LIVING QUARTERS AND ALLOWANCES!
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It would behoove each one of ye rather, who are strangers to the problematic attire of current
national attributes, to put your left foot forward and not have an inkling of what is truly going on.
Why on Earth do I allude to the doing of no-thing? Simply because, with confederate-like
thinking it will be taken to the highest element of the dog-rating problem. This may serve ye
ones toward the scratching of your heads, but fear not, old Hatonn has the everending solution
to your newest and most expensive problematic feature of the United States currency. Listen
up, folks!
The main and crucial dialogue is perchance the time of unfolding of your greatest glory as
taxpayer, simply because it is to the unfolding of your own pockets, that they so merrily strive to
hit. Resources of unequalled imaginings are beginning to take shape, and when they hit the top
of the barrel, that is the crucial time that you, the public forum, must make your move. Listen
with the most astute ears for the symphony of change, and then take with a bullet in hand the
ears of the Congress in forced exchange rates.
Now, you are well aware that I myself would undoubtedly never force irregular change upon
the haunches of the people of this never-deemed-good country (the way it stands now, of
course), but however there is even a stage of which range even I must allude to the portion
thereof. It is not a mandatory stricken device I now hold in my hand, but rather the token merit of
a work well done within the surface tidal areas of elitist factionist territory. I even won the award
for that serious conquest! This is my backing up toward the wall on this particular one, that I
might at least share with ye ones all the concerns of implementation of which I, at the front, am
responsible for. All in due time, I believe.
This is indeed a section for the Washington Post, and I understand it is even to be kept quiet
from the likes of their ears as well. The intrepid will not be forced from within the compound of
elusive behavioral patterned frequency, so promptly get on the bandwagon, if you must,
because the POCKETBOOK OF RETAIL CURRENCY IS ABOUT TO BE FORMULATED
INTO NOTHINGNESS, FOREVER, ON THE BACKS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC!
Remember what happened to Cuba and Canada? Well, THEY WANT YOU TO EAT
THEIR PORTION AS WELL! That is precisely why they have merited out toward the Free
Trade Expense Sheet the drawbacks of economical tidal factors. Free speech is gone
with a bullet in its back, and YOU ONES ARE NEXT ON THE FIRING LINE, AND THE
SQUAD WHO IS DESIGNED TO PULL THE TRIGGER ARE YOUR OWN HENCHMEN FROM
THE VICE SQUAD - MILITARY FACTIONAL DEBATE - which alludes to the fact, that
capability is not a resource of prerequisite necessary detrimental factorial equational
purpose.
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Figure that one out, minions of the fourth apex, and ye just might come up with the action
tool of debatable purpose. This, friends and comrades of mine, is only the plurable beginning of
austere financing. HATONN.

DUPLICATING THE NECESSARY CHANGES
This, comrades, is indeed a story worth recording, albeit, the new news is rather of a format
which we consider "out to lunch." The auspice of tidal rhenium is at least conversing with
the Alzheimer's bunch of hooligans, who have finally surfaced the exchanging of rats for
more humane eulogies. This is rather interesting as formatted within design modules,
which simple means are calculated within already fermented theory design or calculus.
The antics of the hooligans is off and running the marathon within ratal equipment.
WHAT IS GOOD FOR THE RATS IS GOOD FOR THE PEOPLE..!!? YOUR TURN, PHILIP!
And here we are not referring in the least to the Philip of British Royalty, on the contrary, the
Philip in this story consists of at least 20 to 36 aggravate scientific top henchmen. They
only receive that most honoured title from us when they hit the elevation of circumspect
variances, and no longer interest themselves in the declining awareness of the public forum.
There is just so much to be of the explaining of, similar to the poor Davy Jones dialogue. Here
we go:
With mice and rats, when Carbon F2 is mixed with a fraction of Alfus T7, you have what I
would relate to as an asphyxiation measure of incompetency. They strive mostly at this time
of eve to subject the mice population into gross contrivances of misconjecture in relayance with
regulatory process, which, of course, is fraught with misconjectures of a predatory nature.
Griffith is attracted to the undoing of frequent blood types by those of his detachment, or rather
regiment. If concurrent blood pressure doth be in the finding of continuation of martial
skills, then population control will indeed become a necessary change of the past..!
And just how is this formulated to come into being? The Dukabors of National Security are
to be attached with a formulated diet of 2 ml per week on a trial period. After all, they are the
right gun of the dictatorial "few," and we do know who they are, do we not? So, who in their right
mind would ever suspect them? Furthermore, they themselves will not be totally aware of the
meagre allowance portrayed onto their sores until the day of reckoning falls forthe.
Well, thank you again, Seila, for your quick response to my pleas and have yourselves a
goodly afternoon. HATONN out on main frequency at this time allotted. Adieu. (2:26 pm).
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CHAPTER NINE
THE GREAT RUNDOWN
Monday, 5th September 1994

7:00 pm

Greetings, Seila. Get ready for the dictation of the century, for the Rothschild's have played
(a) vital part in the crematoriums of the national linkage throughout the globe. This section
heading will equalize through inferment of dictatorial pride with its linkage of controversial sport
plateau.
Remember those Six-Million-Jews, who very supposedly tried throughout the ages of
decades (to) materialize into the romanium faction of intuitiveness? Bear in mind at this point,
that every given circumstantial equivalent due to them eroded the very essence of their
statutory requirements. The true "Dukabors" of national encumbrance made of equal vibratory
status one with the other.

THIS MAN WAS SPECIAL!
Hank Leford has in regulatory circumventage sought long and hard in the acquiring of
functional data for the extreme purpose of circumventing his own anguish, as well as the
torment of other infutile effort, to maximize the regaining of off-limits to enemy territory among
the Cold War ranks of the infirmeous co-constructures of the banked-up artillery frontage of
Cuba, Uruguay, and as well as through the influx of border patrols laden in the frontal sectionary
plateau of Pakistan itself.
With much hindrance caused by Lebanite factions from within the Middle East, our Hank
paid dearly his homage toward the troops of escapee councilmen. In the past severe shock
waves have racked the Iranian border patrol scout ships' decoys for all sense and purpose in an
effort to deploy given troops into the war-tearing hands of the national pride of diplomatic
artillery. Is it then any wonder that, although several attempts eluded proportionately the study
of ranking officials of the day, that Daystrom itself took over the dangerous ploy of the
continuance of implementing a manufactured armament case sectional study board?
Break for ten minutes please, dear one, and we will betroth to resume at eight hundred
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hours. HATONN.
Regulatory status in conjuncture with Trefenite substance have belatedly conjured up with
their element the equivalent of Mercedes Benz tribute to organized crime. This, of course dear
ones, comes intricately from the coined expression: "Those who loose their shirt amidst the
turmoil of tribulation are forever wont to extradite the bare morsels of mundane efforts." In any
way you are apt to look at it, even Hannabel himself would not have been so prestigious as to
have given his right arm for his left.
Adieu for now, comrades. We will please ourselves to contribute even more to your war time
effort, for never shall the twain meet in this pitiful life cycle to the next. Salu. Out. HATONN.

SUNDAY, 11th SEPTEMBER 1994

10:53am

Thank you once again, my dear love, for the participation of which you so unduly enforce at
this time in the continuation of appliant resources to the detriment of this, our work. This is
Hatonn zoning in on frequency level kastra xerox 47.5 am (Amedia in the morning factor of the
time sequel). Enter if you will, please, the title subheading for our conclusion of hieroglyphic
works - by this we mean by alluding to the course of substantial action taken within our
infamous linguistic style to the alluding of detrimental favour among the elitist Jews.
Let us please begin at once with no more time delay. Adonai is in the line-up for your
dictational resource study of complex terminology within one solid foundational hour conceding
the relinquishing of this forum. Subtitle heading to begin: "The Detrimental Faction of
Succumbing to the Wealth of National Relinquishing of Structural Adherences" by Hatonn
himself, in the relayance of all news frequency outside of the frequency of national extremities,
which simply means, that I tend to work on occasion within frequencial tide diaphragms of
National Security, which is at the least of the penetrating factor of the most religiously soughtafter adherences. Salu. Begin.

THE DETRIMENTAL FACTION OF SUCCUMBING TO THE WEALTH OF NATIONAL
RELINQUISHING OF STRUCTURAL ADHERENCES
The first and foremost newsworthy item on the agenda today is nonetheless of a
troublesome era of this planetary faction, insofar as the relayance of national tide inquiries go.
The most powerful earthly faction, of which the least of ye are well acquainted with, have finally
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succumbed to the proliferation of secular doubt factor one. In plain English: it is the elite faction
itself who have relied wholly upon the detrimental suicidal nature of mankind at large with
performing their acts of charity toward those who would sooner lose their will to live and choose
instead the death trip as cause to escape for within the torturous grasp of those so set stands of
pompous alleviance.
Break for the full amount of conjectural aberrational frequency whilst I collectively redeem
my wares outside this pandemonium. Excuse for ten minutes. Hatonn. (Pause). Resume with
Adonai please, little one. We will continue as soon as I have this matter under control. HATONN
out. (11:29 am).

THE JEWISH BROADCASTE
Wednesday, 14th September 1994

10:00am

Well, little one, it has been some time since I last recorded the witness of the elation of the
national documents, but as I did recommend, Adonai was in the waiting. It has taken me several
tries within my group faction to equate the drawings so taken beyond the outer extremities of
the monologue factorial equational essence, but however, I have managed to keep in accord all
financial decrements to the national budget. All in good timing, I would say. Let us please begin
now with where we left off in good standing within our recorded pages sublime. HATONN at
your service.
The crux of the matter lies within textual reform of the manufacturing of the Charter of
Rights, which does so state, that anyone who so manufactures currency without the
knowhow of the elitist standards, subjects themselves to jail without parol - so to speak.
For that is precisely what does happen with regard to the extravagant manipulation of
manufactured funds within the national trust agreement. You see, ONLY THOSE WHO SO
DEEM THEMSELVES TO BE WITHIN ELITIST MANUFACTURING GROUP THEORIZED
EXAM STRUCTURES, BEREFT THEMSELVES WITH THE NECESSARY RECOUPMENT OF
ACQUIRING STRICT FUNDING FROM THE FEDERAL MONEY SUPPLY AT THEIR ELATED
REQUEST!! That is precisely why the great presidential candidate was fired to begin with - just
because he was foolish enough to equate himself within the standard of those who were prone
on all sides to relinquish him of his power structure. Fish with hands which don't belong, always
succumb themselves into the structural tidal waves of the deep blue sea...!
The Jews are notorious for this preliminary treatment of side factions of
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governmental nucleus, and though thorough detrimental treatment of Jewish Congress
would seem imminent, it is little more than a smokescreen of implemented nuances on
their behalf.
This text may prove in the long run to be of a strict source of coalition, but as you will come
to finally understand one day, the true source of your hidden wealth is naught brought about by
the sorcerers of today's standards. And here we speak of the elation held by those of strictine
standards, who, in short term grievances, portray their wants upon the solid poor backs of the
people, of which we deem as being in context the running of the national tide.
A dictionary would prove to be a very sufficient source of the doubt factor pertaining to the
grievances of these particular word structures, I'm sure. However, it is solely with the intent of
those vicious ones, that I feel to elaborate wherewith the complete context of highinsight upon
the juncture of those raciest elite - whom I myself abhor. Now on with the show!
LET'S FINISH
Those suicidal components of the riptide theory are none other than estranged from the
glucose manufacturing element of textual aberrations. In other words, it has always been the
fate of the natural populace to accumulate within its seams the deadline of mental suffering to
their own end. As the UN deem possible the elimination of the ward of their own choosing, so
then do the procedures implement upon themselves satisfactory substance alliance within the
pocket book of those nations, who so proliferantly discover within their bloodline the need to
implement the necessary change among their own kin - or populace - if you prefer.
The next section heading up the practice of manipulation among the national sequence of
abhorrent life forms would indeed prelude the meaningless manufacturing of subtle life forms
within permeated diplomatic dogma. In other words, my dear friends, only with the complete
cooperation and control of the ulterior motive planning board will all these abhorrent
devices come into being! And here the Arab faction are indeed playing with their life unto the
end - or rather the lefty's side of UN detrimental behaviour pattern. Good for their kind! Keep it
up! This is precisely the only thing that would wont to serve up as token appraisal the nuances
to which the Board would kindly like to get their hands onto for the witnessing of national
destructional appliance! In other words again, dear comrades in arms, the UN faction of
vagabonds would dearly love to put their grotesque arms about your necks in an effort
to silence ye loved ones of the eastern manufacturing religious rights. To ye ones do I
commend your sternest efforts. Adieu.
Henceforth, unto the subservient structure of your demise, of which, of course, will be an
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eventuality, there will arise the goodly ones of your set command, who, in any case, remain the
rebel typification of anarchy. Good again, I say, for it will keep those who wish not to
participate within the hygieneous effort of concord personification the right to earn
within its illuminous factions the crux of the source of alchemical ties.
That is definitely enough to swallow for one day, so dutifully will I close off, leaving the
remainder of time to our faithful Lord and Master Teacher St. Germain. Eleven o'clock is our
context of occurrence with St. Germain, Seila. If you could possibly coordinate yourselves to be
ready, all would indeed be of the utmost appreciative nature. There will, of course, be a
dramatic topic change, but alluding to the fact that all is never as it seems, the topic of tomorrow
will lean toward the presumptuous nature of today. Salu. HATONN. Out. (10:41 am).

CHAPTER TEN
GERMAIN TO BEGIN

11:00am

If you are of the readiness, dear little Uthrania, I am most anxious to begin. This, of course
by introduction of myself, is St. Germain, tuning in on low frequency of module 47 complex. Let
us now proceed.
New agenda on stationary remarks have alluded to the manufacturing of subservient,
subtopical features of today's ramificational suture of the equivalency example feature of the
most privately owned sequence of aberrational complexities. Now back to the english owned
linguistics of the ages. Morotoplex, not within our limited frequency, but however, due to more
or less equivalents of neutron devices within the housing structural framework of elitist
manufacturists, do we succumb to the equational value of formula aoristic cause toward the
proclaiming of the rights of all civilized human beings at this time.
Our topic of discussion of today's mode will realign itself upon the nuances of the most
controversial subject of the UN statutes - the Hemophiliac Succession. To begin, enter the title
chapter status as follows: "Hemophiliac Subservient Tide Alters Mankind's Theorized Structure
of the Family Unit."
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HEMOPHILIAC SUBSERVIENT TIDE ALTERS MANKIND'S THEORIZED STRUCTURE
OF THE FAMILY UNIT
This indeed is a shocker of an epilogue to ye ones, who so are in the habit of the
proclamation of your God-Self. It is solely the divine essence of portraying the ulterior good of
the so-called family ties, which so strongly brings about this goodly writing, so called, forth by ye
ones from my own hand. Please continue.
The UN in its whole essence of being, has long sought after the riptiding effect upon the
detrimental unfolding of the traditional family unit within its boundaries of abject terror. This has
done little but strived to teach the unlearned the differences betwixt the elation of elitist factorial
components and the difference between the regimented affiliation of the judiciary system
working within its regulated theorem faculty and the prejourm of distinction (which are, of
course, the religious traditionalist, who, by the way, have for some time entered into their own
domain of frankness the element of pride for excepting all who even portray an inkling toward
the manifestation of duplicate error, in the hopes of obtaining a more severe and compliant
theorized church line structure).
What this has to do with any God essence absolutely bewilders me to a point where I myself
am no longer sure just exactly where their hearts or brains lie. Intricate design followers of the
anti child doth much to suffuse them unto holy right within their own dwarfed contaminated
requirements of self-beingness, that is. It is a shocker to be sure, how in the near future plans
which have been programmed and so aptly laid out upon surface structural plateaus of the
Protestant division, have so aptly contrived to let within their midst those things so contained
within Dharma's writings (by us, of course), the naturale of which whose essence reigns
anywhere but compliant within the absolute Laws of the Universal Creation.
Expository devices of abject and authoritative misconjecture will indeed serve none other
than themselves in the short term. And in the long run, in order to crush the head of the serpent,
so to speak, it is of a necessitating factor that only those, who so qualified by our rulings and of
the experimental faction are within limits to bring about and pronounce the edict upon those
prolonged deserters of truth. It has, as I have always been of a prone nature to concede, that
we have for centuries strived to concert to a factional debatitory process among the cohorts of
equilibrium fashion the truth serum of abating dialogue. Nevertheless, it is a symptom of a
negating factor, which proves to keep us in line to the maximum at the moment.
But to be sure that this outrage among the "beasts of the field" will not be allowed to
continue henceforth for much of a time longer, their sowed rage against humanity and its
servitudes are all but in the makings for absolute joy within their meagre elationery
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processionary divine. The AIDS virus, as you call it - another meagre enhancement of the
side effects of nuclear war syndrome - is meted down to the people not by mosquito
effects of genocidal control (by bugs), but rather meted down through the germ warfare
so constructed on persons through the Germicidal Warfare of the people on Hykensine's
Day.
Arbitrary features of this rash of diplomatic fervour, completely through its nuclear reactors
contained within terminals beyond and below the great oceanic depths, have leaked out from
within their shell casings those wisps of nuclear ties that bind ye ones to the causal functioning
of the national abhorrent contrivant misconjectures, which have seen to so sway the public into
believing a lie.
A cure for this misdemeanour lies in the waking of we ones and is profitable to all who would
be so wise as to avail themselves of its influence. Where there is a cause, there is also a cure!
In any case, it is always of the greatest importance to remember, that all who proceed and
continue to operate within the forum of compliant universal tie-down formula will in the
end find liberation coming in from all regimented quarters.
Adieu for now, dear comrades and comrades in arms, and keep to yourself, Seila, the works
of our attire, insofar as frequency divulgence goes. Signing off as of 11:39 am Wednesday
morning divine, September the 14 in the "Year of the Dragon." Love yours and you truly, Lord
St. GERMAIN.

CHAPTER
Tuesday, 20th September 1994

ELEVEN
8:41 pm

Greetings, Uthrania Seila! It of course is I, Lord St. Germain, at the helm on this one on this
particular eve. Well, it has been a long shot in meeting the deadline on requirements insofar as
the pictorial status of implementary quota goes, but nevertheless, it has proved of an
extraordinary productive level of that, which we do in fact seek. Now off with the complimentary
remarks and on with the stationary dogma of today. We will begin with a little commentary of
neutral precipice within the contour cracks of diplomatic theorized programs. In fact, this dogma
will find itself alluding within contradictory statements so made within the establishment of the
Blinkensop maneuvering diplomatic nuances. New chapter heading please, Seila.
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THE RUNABOUT OF CHARLES PECKINSEN
This brave trooper of fourth-dimensional attributes doth ofttimes find himself working within
some of the strictest limitations of national aeroplex contoured A-plexus. To sum this up in
limited fashion I have drawn out a draft sheet, which I am happy to put forth for ye ones'
scrutinized appraisal. The merits of this particular man has naught to do one thing but to elude
the syneplex of functionary perimeters so wrought forth by those same ones who do to
themselves at a constant rate of feed whiplash back unto their own ilk the extravagances of the
national nationhood filtering system.
Please, let me explain: there was a little incident a while back, which, to all our knowledge,
did wrought within its regiments the complete controlling power of the Aerospace Department
held outside of Washington. The Aeronaut program included within its data theorized
components of a nature so graced by platitudes of merit, that it did not seem likely that those so
vile "few" would ever meet the necessary requirements in passing down to the general public
the cause and effect of public disclosure pertaining to the Hinkelson's Disease. Just exactly
what aerodynamics and the medical profession of scientists have in common are those two
items in agendical material basis of nuances so held within their reformatories (and here we do
call them reformatories, simply because of the quality of their name structure, which in essence
doth strive to prove conflict within its ranks, particularly when there simply is none) and
laborasynthesis are the particular irating factor of compliant crucifixes of the governmental
asphyxiational dementia.
Charles Peckinsen was a royal trooper in every sense of the word in his own right and
wherewith he picked up - quite by accident - the toehold of the esquire complimentary retinue.
He happened to find therein the size of a farthing, and at the drop of a man's hat he did
perceive to compound within its formula that so well desired and complete faction of the
cure versus the cause of Hinkelson's Disease, par se, it has been limitless to conceive
that further documents would be so ordained to fall into the calloused hands of another!
But towit it has not happened merely only once. Sela.
It is enough for tonight, little one. Parley vous some other day soon, through our rather
extensive network of architectural format. Sleep well. GERMAIN. (9:16 pm).

Saturday, 24th September 1994

4:26 pm

Good afternoon to you all, Seila. This time I have not mentioned your newly given title, and
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that is solely for the benefit of the readers - it is easier to allude to the fact that you are indeed
one and the same throughout every frequency and dialogue. Less antiquated confusion, to be
sure. However, now I finally have you on line I would like for us to progress on with the issue at
hand. Promptly! Thank-you. Hatonn standing by at the request of the national board of
interleagueing malfactoring circumference. In other words, I have been asked by the perimeter
board of Juniper standing accounts to relay to you, the reader, the bare minimal standard of
Akashic accounting procedures, notwithstanding our own sacrificial standards of maintaining
procedural accounting flexibility. Please proceed amicably.

THE AQUEDUCT OF THE MAIN CENTURY OF MAN - CLIMATIZED
The procedures on demand are notwithstanding those who have so efficiently placed upon
themselves the demands of those few section chiefs, who in themselves seem to dwarf the
entire complex of maintenance functioning aboard the Cyroplex Aerodrome. Now this takes an
immediate twist in its countering within the newly established centrefold of both, naval
academies and the formation of the scientific community of aqueducts. These two so joined
within the military fanatical section of prostituting aerofacts deployment tend at once to formate
within their sectional ranking seniors the tension once offered the formal diplomat, Hanson, at
his congressional epitaph. Let me please explain.
Within the congressional ties of all formal diplomatic conquerors of personage lies the
indestructive qualities of the so-called Juniper late bloomers. You should know by now just who
those gentlemen are. By name, rank, and number we have termed them as the "FEW WHO
RULE THE EARTH!" In sanctimonious splendour have they themselves turned this global
warfare into destructive quadrant capability within the neutral waves of the firmament with their
beginning deployment of the A-Bomb. Never for a moment think that with their "ethical"
scientific technology, that for one second they would attend themselves within the
hearing of those ears who belong to the sectional quadrant - US, of the light-bearing
quality, for before the seclusion of epitaphal desire from their part we are naught but
porcelain artifacts, with which to be disposed! Now, down to main-line writing.
If aerodynamics contoured themselves in accordance with racial ties, we would have found
a way accordingly to pitfall the format of congressional funeral pyres. The equivalent of the
mechanics of aerodynamics versus the Concord of the Public Embassy are nonetheless
nutritious to our way of thinking. You must understand from this point on, that it is only with the
understanding as well as continued support for the probation of the nations that we, as a
people, continue to maintain an effect of self-preservation, which does well to equate itself
within the mainline of non-destructive perimeters.
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Nonetheless, wherever you find the word "personage" imprinted upon the text of what they
would so fruitfully term as nutritious dialogue, BEWARE OF THE WOLF IN THE GARDEN OF
THE TREE OF LIFE, FOR WHENCE COMES YOUR SALVATION, IF NOT FROM THE
"STARS"!?
We have designed quality good-time reading within the pages of our now surmountable lines
of goodly ethical reading, and for those of you who proport to succumb to the strychnine for
consumption - then be my guest. But as for us, more palatable dialogue fits the bill much better.
Adieu for now. More on the morrow, if not later. Meeting as such at precisely eleven o'clock
your standard time. Salu. HATONN efficiently signing off on frequency drive 4 megahertz pron
7 keyoplex. (4:54 pm).

Sunday, 25th September 1994

1:27 pm

A sanctimonious Sunday, to be sure, this eve. Well, it has been somewhat of a delayal since
we accumulated enough equipment to ensure our safe arrival into the compliant equivalent of
dexterior components. Adieu, if ye find it too noisy to continue. Well, ye are indeed of our
making, Uthrania, then we will strive to completion. Please proceed. Hatonn.

AERODYNAMICS IN MOTION
The aerodynamics of the nations surpasses the equipment detriment board of effuse
sectionary surplus. This is found within the mainline effigy of wholesome monogram system
fluctuation, which wherein does in fact tie in to the main system of dogmatic material. This effort
on behalf of our streamline efficiency maneuvers doth nothing to contribute to the overlay of
surplus efficient Texodam frequency maneuvers. Within the complex of fashions intricate,
simply a term we like to use in reference to the high quality and efficient building plan of the
Aerodrome, are laid to rest upon the fluctuating stronghold of those beasts, who have within
their vest pockets the very source of all cures, for which we have laboured to such an extreme
to acquire for the profitable means of all of mankind.
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Simply stated are the resource factors, which have their equivalent in the component
stations deep in the heart of Maryland itself. Dock's Bay is frequented by such artful activity as
to not lessen its quality of manufacturing purpose, as profit gains the tightened pocketbooks of
those rich but unswerving profiteers. Tighten up indeed and you shall find, that in order to
complete the radius of compliant thinking, all will indeed be lost to those generalities who are so
in the making of atom armament factions.
Adieu for now, little one, it is indeed a pity that the disturbance surrounding your field of
activity is naught of a more secluded nature of affinity. Thank you for your response. HATONN
out on frequency 002.47 radius malefactor perimeter nuance. (1:44 pm).

THIS IS THE BIG ONE
Monday, 26th September 1994

Sorry, Seila, for the predicament of confusion, but I can indeed speak as I work with this
menagerie of papers here upon my rather untidy desk. Of a sorts, this day has been rather
ordinary and with few distractions. I have found the impeccable time within my schedule to
implement those items onto my computer. All in all, my successionary practices have naught
but put into the array of thing the necessitating factor of compliance on my part. Now, dear
sister, if you are ready we will begin. Hatonn ready and waiting.
The conglomeration of dictation will focus upon the epic found among the mainline sources
of synagogual fashion among the mainline elitist faction here in Jerusalem. This is a mandate,
of course, of the sort you would expect to find upon the cantankerous epidemic of an ulcer
within stomach fibres. Well, as we say, on with the show.
Here within the underground, deep in the flesh of the Georgetown mediocrities lies the
watchdog of the national board of ethnic derivatives. The position so taken by the remnants of
the political front has simply positioned themselves throughout the abeyance of national
Congress here in Washington. Now for the globetrotter of the session.
Congress has imputedly forsaken all rights to congressional matters because of the deadly
taking-over of all sequential perimeters of the caucasian epic. In other words, it is I who have
been sent by the congressional pattern into the formation of the nucleus of the blackened sector
in an effort to sustain those who would, by their own hand, seek to blacken the efforts of the
seat of parliament. Nonetheless, those who seek to portray within their set caucus instruments
of the negating factor of compliant nuances, have surely as done themselves in!
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TEXISTAR ARISE
Thank you for your difficulties within the bordering Texistar thieves, for ye yourselves have
equated within the regiment of retiring non-compliant human beings the non-right to force those
out of their congressional seats. And ye ones thought, that only a faction of congressmen were
at liberty to divulge within their midst within the parliamental ties the complete format of
nonsensical drama! The Georgetown dilemma has all but neutralized the perimeter structural
qualities of the Neutron Barium, so found and manufactured for the purpose of equipping those
within military and other malfunctioning areas of the NASA Base, with which the implementors
of those Texistar Bases are so well acquainted with. Compliments of those benefactors of the
Georgetown regiment for their requirements are nonetheless bothersome to the gyros of the
era, those ones, dear friends, which find themselves to be so engrossed within the pages of
their monologue in a sincere effort to repose the structure adhered to by others, who are indeed
of a much more stable entity as to be able to debase all those who are of a opposing nature.

CHAPTER TWELVE
WE HAVE OTHER NEWS
The statute of unequitable rights states, that throughout the perimeters so used by those of
rightful heritage comes the choice decision so made by the same type of monstrosity as
experienced throughout the nations - this including the Egyptian front. Why, little ones, do you
think that an injuncture so put forth by those perfected diplomats doth never include
those, who are somewhat predisposed to format the nucleus of societal changes!? In
which case, frankly speaking, IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN THOSE ZIONIST BASTARDS,
WHICH HAVE LAID THE WHIPPING UPON THE BACKS OF ALL SOCIETAL STANDARDS
INCLUDING THE WHIPLASH UPON THE SEATS OF THEIR OWN CONGRESSIONAL
DEMANDS! HERETICS AT THEIR BEST ARE THEY, AND THEY ARE THE VERY ONES
WHO CALL THE BLACK HORSE WHITE!! Adieu for this segment.

THE CONCLUSION OF OUR RIGHTS - ANDROMEDA REX
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Erase every one who is within the striped element, for that faction alone sees each and
every one as benefactor to their cause, which simply is this: the hype of their linings of their
own pocketpurses. Disgusting as this may seem to those of you who are on their own level of
discounting facts as they come, it is you yourself who are constantly monitored by their
computer banks and are waylaid over until armistist day rolls around! Don't think for one
moment that you are to be let off scot free! As the day rolls around once again you will
find that it is to your epitaph they play out the scripts upon your fractured heads!
Betanth, you little rogue, you playboy of a bastard! Have the hems come down from
below your torque as of late? Let me remind you, please, as you so aptly read this, that
it has not gone unnoticed by we ones, of the faulty game of greed which doth so aptly lie
within your palms!
PAULTRY BASTARD HYPOCRITES, DO YOU REALLY BELIEVE, THAT NO ONE
NOTICES YOUR SICK GAMES, WHICH YE SO GLEEFULLY PLAY INTO THE HANDS OF
THE UNSUSPECTING CLIENTS OF THIS NATURAL PLANE?! OH, BUT EVEN THE
ANGELS OF HEAVEN ARE YOUR CLIENTELE, FOR AS YOU DO TO EVEN THE LEAST OF
THEIR KIND, SO DO YOU DO AS UNTO THEMSELVES!! POOR MISGUIDED SHEEP OF-ASORT, WHO SO UNWITTINGLY SUCCUMB THEMSELVES UNDER YOUR CONTROL,
WHILST ALL THE WHILE LOOKING TO YOU AS A CHILD LOOKING UNTO A FATHER
FOR PROTECTION! AND WHAT DO YOU DO?! DO YOU HELP?! NO! YOU MASSACRE
THEM!! DO YOU PORTRAY NATIONAL CONFIDENCE AMONG THE PEOPLE?! NO! YOU
CRUCIFY THEM!!
Is your little national game to be the relay of racing down the main stream of iniquity?
Is this to be the forever inheritance of the three main nations of the world? Nay, never in
your court, eh? YOU SCUM!! YOU PARASITES OF THE BEASTS!! WHO IN GOD'S NAME
EVER GAVE YOU THE RIGHT TO ABOLISH THE WHOLE OF THE HUMAN RACE?!!
PARASITES!! BASTARDS OF THE UNIVERSE, HOW ABHORRENCE HAS BECOME
THE ONLY STRUCTURE WORTH MENTIONING IN YOUR BEHALF!! YOU ARE DESPISED
THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSAL REASONING OF BOTH, THE PEOPLE OF THE
PERIMETER ZONE WITHIN EARTH'S SEASONED CRUST, AS WELL AS THOSE OF
ANDROMEDA FAR ABOVE THE NATIONAL TIDE BARRIER!! Those ones ye will not
easily find, but don't be in the least bit surprised when the bomb hits the fan, so to
speak, for you will be indeed the first to survive its detrimental impact, and YOU WILL
WISH TO GOD YOU HAD DIED! This strain of maggots, which you indeed are, have all
but vanished from the complex of neutron factor! In other words, ye of little brain, YE
ONES HAVE NOT ONLY FALLEN FROM GRACE, BUT HAVE IN FACT PLACED
YOURSELVES IN A POSITION TO IMPLODE FROM THE WITHIN OF YOUR OWN
BEINGNESS!!
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For those of you, who may not understand this difficult terminology, let me give it to
you straight: IT WAS I, ANDROMEDA REX, OF THE SECTOR BELOW AND BEYOND THE
NORTHERN STAR, WHO HAD PLACED WITHIN YOUR OWN CIRCUITRY WHICH YOU
HAVE SO APTLY PLACED WITHIN YOUR DAMNABLE CENTRE OF KENTUCKY A-PLEX,
AND HAVE SO FASHIONED WITH MINE OWN HANDS THAT, WHICH STOPS UP THE
WORKS FROM TIME TO TIME! Seclusion will not be the answer, nor will the order of the
day be your recluse!
But before I go, remember this one thing: the only grief you will provide for
yourselves "AS YOU DO UNTO OTHERS..." will run amuck within the last stages of
equinox! Adieu and good-day.
Thank you, Seila, and we do appreciate your instructional quality as set forth by those other
members of our team. Keep up the goodly work, ye three, and bid farewell to your foremost
brother, the blessed Captain Sananda Esu Jmmanuel, for he is about to perform another
equation upon the ranks of the furthermost section unit of mine and will thereupon take upon
himself the further duty of Section Commander in my absence. ANDROMEDA REX, turning
back on line of the successional duty roster to our dear comrade and brother, Hatonn.

Uthrania, this is indeed HATONN at the helm again. Please sign off for this eve, and have
yourselves a stable flight. Salu. (8:58 pm).

CHAPTER THIRTEEN
Friday, 30th September 1994

1:09 pm

A goodly morning to you all, Uthrania Seila, or should I now term it as good afternoon? We
here in Washington are doing our utmost in terms of "goodly" behaviour to endeavour in
asphyxiating the surplus of economic ties. Disgusting, I'm sure, as much to you as it is to me.
However, in these elastic times upon the mechanism of forces, which, may I mention, are
contrary to the diplomatic espionage of the nations so conducted by the White House regime,
are fortifying the nation's usurping of the dialogue of retinue. Pronounced behaviour so stricken
from among the congressional diplomats seems to enhance the nauseating benefactorial
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components of the equipping of national U.S. Force ranks within the millennium of duplicating
injuncture. We here, who hold down the strictest subservient nature of the common espouse,
do want, and hereby continually serve to restrict the form of national debut to its first and
foremost compliant retinue. Some form of poppycock!
Well, today we will allude to those, who are so artful within their concrete domains and
nevertheless compound the trouble of the nation tenfold. This sickens even the more qualified
doubter of our abilities. Chicken scratch it would seem when viewed from above, but
nonetheless, it is only I whom would conceive to strive unto my farthestmost abilities to
chasten those ones, who would do the rest of us in.

CONCRETE SUBJECTION
The subheading does all but describe in its rather pictorial form the astonishing plight of all
those, who ascribe to the nuances of congressional statesmanship, of which, I am sorry to say,
do not exist in this dimension or time.
Winnipeg is the key theory so withheld forth by those same scoundrels of iniquity. It is
simply a code name for euthanasia, and resounds with the same sickening vibrational tones as
did the NAFTA agreement, once issued from within the chambers of Congress within the
whitewashed walls of the White House.
It is with firm regret that I was needful of accompanying those poor large-eyed, as
you would call them, extraterrestrials, which are in fact really our down-home "buddies,"
into the "chamber of delight" with the elitist hogs standing about gazing upon their
charred features. My soul is naught but saddened by the force so charmed upon these
factitious creatures (brothers of mine), and TO DO THEM THE SEVERE INJUSTICE, OF
WHICH I ALONE HAD TO PRODUCE NINE TIMES OUT OF TEN, WAS JUST TOO MUCH
FOR ME TO HANDLE!
Remember, I told you to strictly not even mention my whereabouts or negate to the epic of
restricting devices upon my person? Well, you saved me an eternal episode of grief by your
compliance to do so, as now they have termed me an "available," as far as nuance of
contriteness goes. In other words, those deadly features, for which I at the moment stand upon,
ensure that my status and name, rank and number continue to remain under the protection of
the U.S. National Guard. Small mercies for big men! That I am! Well within the collaborationery
nuances I do continue to do that, for which I am so well known: SPREAD LIES ABOUT PUBLIC
MISCHIEF! In other words, though I am an "expendable" to rogues, I have accomplished what
seldom would be thought of as an intricate route to "heavenly hosts," for I am one of them in
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every way and form. Surprise?
What I do down here, I do simply for the cause of reform, because I have taken on a
mission quite unlike those of other walk-ins, simply because I have been down here
many times before. And with all remembrance intact, I have been able to circumcise the
plans and further the cause of the elite into its soon coming grave. This plan, of course,
further delights those ones on High as it does you and I, and not only is the day of Light
surfacing through ones like yourselves, but the companionship of never ending factions
within our starship limits will soon prove to be of a rather touche benefactoring
helpmeet!
Sign off now please, Seila, and rest well, for the day of reckoning is nigh. Love, yours
sincerely, HATONN and Crew. (1:38 pm).

Sunday, 2nd October 1994

8:00 pm

A good evening to ye all, Seila Uthrania. We are naught of the limitation to espouse as well
as reveal to all who so desire, to equip themselves with the "sword of truth" the high
complexities of the national disputes among the foremost elitist factionary components of
nutritional malefactors amongst the populace.
Let us now begin with a few comments of mine own, and through the telefax system I will
gladly enthrall those dimensional and spiritual qualities toward the front lines of detail. Let us
now begin. HATONN, the Esquire of the Nations.

COMPLIMENTARIES OF "YOU-KNOW-WHO"
The decoy implanted within the temples of design qualified personnel within the "plant,"
expectationary design features are nonetheless surmountable to the periodic compliances of
the nuance factors. By this I simply allude to the incoherent echelon of the neutron base of
Elecitar, which is in its rapidly growing spectrum only just the beginning of the surface structural
design of the most fantastic military-based built equipment ever imaginable. Here we have the
Stealth among other categorical components of the solar equivalent of the Concord, which does
so in its radiating prospects enhance such features as the whiplash of neutron based solar
waves, much to the pleasing quality of those so structured to the twelfth degree within flying
distance. In other words, those, who are indeed permitted to pilot these rather new and
extraordinary flying mechanisms, are dutifully bound to the curvature of equating those
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instrumental panels to that of a Skylark or Deumont aircraft.
It is with limited mind, that we achieve to the standards of the espionage retinue of nonnational perimeters. And notwithstanding those severe choices, which indeed are placed within
the perimeters of our fingertips, do we hereby tend to the fullest enjoyment sequence of
negligating the work out to others. We hereby stand at the threshold of nuclear science within
the solar complex of derivatives, when in comparison from the late 60's, when we had
succeeded in mounting the Excaliber point upon the haunches of the nuclear factor, hereby
now with the fullest intention wish to attribute to those sincere gravitational qualities of the
nature of mother Earth itself those implants within the fractional brains of our complimentary
prowess, that is, in reference to the onset of pilotary diagram those specific instructional
patterns of forthwith and henceforth unto the void of never coming back into this nevernever land of misfortunes, as they so remember them to be.
Enough of quips, for the retirement of my soul is at stake here, if I do not succumb myself
into the sleep pattern of fragmented characteristics personified. Neutron devices are never
applicable unto those ones who have already been deemed as a malfunctioning threat to and
within guidelines of those strictest requirements necessary to our forbidden cause. Please
remember, though, that it is not really I, Hatonn, who set out to relay the implementation of all
those criteria of malfunctioning dilemma, but only a personified characteristic of myself so
impersonated within the walking structure of this body, who at one time did in fact belong to
another, of whom I cannot indeed reveal or disclose his name. But in fact, of all the necessary
requirements put forth by those of nonsensical minds, it is nonetheless an attribute of the most
complex of designs, which have indeed inhabited and given way to the letting in of my
resources. This was necessary for me, Hatonn, to complete my work, you vipers! And I'm sure
that the each of ye have indeed heard my co-workers at some point of entry into your
evolutionary status of design refer to ye with the same generous enthusiasm!
HATONN out for this quarter. Thank you again, Seila, and give my regards to the rest of
your troop. Love and over and out. Hatonn gaining response within his own system of
thanksgiving. (8:27 pm).

THE NARCISSIST OF EUROPEAN CONTROL
The strategies performed today on the rudiments of society are nonetheless but in
synchronization with those so called means of performing a deadly kind of euthanasia upon the
public sector of Uruguay, Pakistan and Somalia. National Congress has impeded its wares in an
effort to ward off impending doom among nationalistic terrorist groups. This is all in leu of
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conceding to the wherewith of demands put forth by the national congressional tribune of
strictatory resources of Quadrant 7, Sector 2, of the Neo-ward of subjective authoritive
jurisdiction.
Not only is the prominence of the response from the equatorial Congress subject to the
whims and wishes of those textured wind-drifters, not to be seen or relied upon as the
progressive nature of all those seen within parliamentary dubeduoirs, but in the certain event
that all are formulated subject to the desires of the creators, it is necessary to herewith
saw off the armament supply to those set regions of equatorial success, in order to allow
the implementation of greater feats of deployment among the Jewish controlled State of
Israel. This alone does naught to serve the means by which they are allowed to cremate those
resources so desired by those ones of congressional behaviour in the Swiss Bank, but indeed,
it is to their cause, that any lapse in governmental control could lose them the boot as well. This
is imperative to the detriment of cocktail ice so served upon the public banks of the furthermost
east sector of Uranus. But not to fear, for those same ones, who so serve to crank their elbows
toward the direction of the wind manufacturing, implement those so necessary qualities of the
most secured secrets of all time.
What is on the West Bank of the Euphrates, my friends, hidden beneath the solid mud clots
of the century? Check for once those credentials of those set personnel, who dare to employ
their mind power to the working of elitist controversy, of which naught is surfaced in within the
face of public misdemeanour!
This is the news forecast of the day, and if you ones feel this is shrouded in a mystery of
cautious fact, then it is done so herewith for a reason. This is HATONN reporting at
approximately two o'clock from whence I'm at. Sign off, please. Conclusive to retire. Pronto.
(11:51 pm).

PEOPLE, ARISE!
Monday, 24th October 1994

2:00 pm

Good afternoon, Uthrania Seila. We are pleased to finally resume our acquaintance of the
discussionary period again with our readers. If you are now ready we should begin. This, of
course, is Hatonn again at your service and at the continued service of all mankind. Salu.
The credentials of those whore mongers within the Washington, D.C. complex negates any
further disclosure of the fact that they, by our standards, refute any and all claims to the
sojourning of concises by military troops here in the Middle East. It is solely, and may I might
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add, not to the benefiting of mankind in general, that those stolid men upon the banks of the
Euphrates have within their means, at this time, the entire ranking authority of the prime
lending injuncture to proclaim total destruction at the ring of a bell! (And here we are not
referring to the telephone).
Diplomats are in the making up of their minds to concede to the general public those ties of
peace, which are so demanded by the front, to appease those Republicans of more national
trends or structures, if you will. It is difficult and does appear more complicated than usual to
exceed the limits of timeless drifting here in the squadron of unusual expeditions. For instance,
remember quite some time ago I related to you a story of the West Bank of Brittany, where
those regimented armed fortresses provided a link to armament deployment, and whose
fortresses lent to the processing of being instrumental in barricading those ruthless experiments
from the people? All the whilst they were in great secrecy arming themselves from within to the
destructionary merits of annihilating those, who were unfortunate enough to walk by their
complexes. Well, the future does in fact hold onto the secrets of exploitation among the
unaware, for it has finally come to pass, that the radioactive form of debutory did indeed rain
upon the gross injustices, which did in fact serve to create a consensus of detrimental influence
upon the societal fact.
Remaining now is all of which is left of the ashes of those special influences, who have all
but expounded the craft of the unholy through their great unawareness of self as well as the
underground of worldly affairs. It is sad indeed to witness abroad the unswerving loyalty toward
those, who would do them all the injustices ever served upon their own soil - that undermining
policy of misused and miscalculated injecture upon the personages of diplomatic control. It is
furthermore a shame to have to endure the listening of news-type broadcasts, which
relate lie after lie, not realizing that which they give as the latest truth merits no more
standing than that of a sanctimonious stage fright of minions, who, if it were at all
possible, would contrive within themselves to hinder all so-called natural workings of the
echelons themselves!
Contradictory to all of this lies the stemming of reliable architecture, which house the effigies
of the artificial representatives of the House of Commons within British public rule. Nonetheless,
it would appear that to comply with their ruling, that all disasters do not merit completion insofar
as detriment policy upon the people goes. It further explains to us, that without subsequent trial
with the norm of judge and jury, naught would be supported as being the crux of all pollutionary
artifacts of building structures held in West Germany as well as Britain herself. This is typical of
the structure fold of those hemogoblins, for their "right" is simply to take away the whole
right of the people who are under their caring paws!
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"So it is the consensus of this council of the people, by the people, and for the people
of the United States of America, to make subservient all states and unions betwixt each
and every floundering country, and to make them meet the consensus of most of the
diplomatic endeavourings to their fullest intent." This, my friends, is not unusual, not by far.
But know this, for this is of the greatest importance for you to realize: The extension of armed
goods to those who merit the least in the way of the West serves naught to make of them the
famous and fruitful, but instead levels their own insight down to a mere conjecture of public pity.
'Tis in fact a shame built upon a more speculative surface of detrimental tide fallacies, and
never a man, built on more intent than to rule without hindrances from other national disputes,
regales to his own benefit those structures of other national inquiries, insofar as it is him, the
"leader", alone, who serves to his people the dinner of disastrous dining.
This is Hatonn signing out, Seila, upon telepathic frequency neutron based curricular for the
day. Channel 27.4 at large. How's that one? Thank you and adieu. Have a good day. Your
friend and colleague, HATONN. (2:36 pm).

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Monday, 7th November 1994

12:38pm

Greetings, beloved ones. This, of course, is yours truly, Germain, taking over the conclusion
of the episode of Blinkensop contrivities at this time. This will be the final episode of book two,
the sequel to "Listen to Me, General," and we sincerely hope, that those special ones do
indeed perceive with the injuncture to officiate within the realms of their own means the
abhorrences to follow up on our advice for the sake of their own equated redemption!
Thank you, Uthrania, for your clear perceptional quality, which has naught in the least done
but to serve us equally in a manner most befitting of your status to date. Let us begin in an
equally subjective manner.
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CONCLUSION
It has been said as well as written, that only the most high of the elitist faction has made
within its caricature of bedlam the necessary adjustments, facilitating those creatures' comfort
for the processing of their accounts. This is a rather filtered way of stating the longevity of their
most sanctioned manner of atrocious dealing within the public realm. Occurrences, such as
they have plotted throughout the ages of Earth's most horrendous history, have served naught
in fact to acquit the most misdemeanours, which have so far ever been the atrocitizing
equivalent of the pioneer factor of implemented resource structure upon the whole of societal
fare.
It is with sincere regret that we of the Lighted Brotherhood placed within the surface
structure of unequivocal delight in complete relation to the sojourn of the many others of
your race the placebo of a means of ESCAPE! It is for this reason alone that we
escapade the means of contact toward certain of your regiment, and leave you with
these few words of satisfactory diplomatic data:
DO NOT IN THE LEAST TIE YOURSELVES TO THE TIDAL STREAM OF TODAY'S
MONOPOLY, FOR THE BREAKDOWN IN THE EAST WILL SURELY NAUGHT BE BUT A
DREAM MANUFACTURED TOWARD THE RESOURCES OF ALL THOSE WHO WOULD
SURELY BE FALLING INTO THE RATIO OF DELIVERY VERSUS NON-DELIVERY OF ALL
MECHANIZED PRODUCTS SO FOUND ON THE MARKET TODAY.
Adieu and farewell from all of us, who wish to serve the cause of all those seekers of truthful
thoroughfare. Yours truly, St. Germain, Hatonn, and the countless others who have so equipped
themselves to be strong participants in the diplomatic reasoning of the Earth controversy today.
In the Far East it is equipped to reasoning as well as human standards:
"CUT NOT OFF THE RIGHT HAND OF YOUR NEIGHBOUR AS LONG AS HE PLOTS NOT
TO SEEK REFUGE THROUGH MEANS OF HIGHER TACTICAL RESOURCES SUCH AS
THE TAKING OF YOURS!"
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BLINKENSOP - THE NATIONAL CRIME
Vol. 3 of 6 of the "Article of Faith" Series

This is the third of a short series of books designed to expose at great length the
character and ploys of the one percentage of population, who do still dare, in these last
few final days, to corrupt with their state-of-being the grave misjustice of
misrepresentation of the mass populace.
Look closely at their credentials and suffer the text to be within a jurisdiction of an
element of Creation's finery. Written and created by Yours Truly,
THE BROTHERHOOD
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These "Article of Faith" books contain in essence

*
*
*
*
*

a last warning to the Elite and their henchmen,
exposures of little-known elitist activities,
military "secrets",
fundamentals of pyramid creation,
a partial overview of Earth's ancient civilizations
and their galactic origin,
* missing "puzzles" to spacecraft engine design
* and more.
The information given was received by Seila while in full consciousness and typed into computer as
verbatim dictational material. Any text in brackets was given by entities with the exception of
bracketed single words designed to tie portions of a sentence together. Highlighting of text and
punctuation was done at the discretion of the Editor, except for chapters dictated by the archangels
Gabriel or Raphael.
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